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From the Publ isher's Desk.. .

Well, OK. Publishing a magazine and running a
radio show is a lot of work when you also have a
day job. No excuses. I missed the Spring issue
completely. I hope I've made up for it with this
Summer edition - it is packed with goodies and I
know you'll enjoy it.

For those of you with existing subscriptions, we've
extended your subscription by one issue (unless
the Spring issue was to be your last, in which case
the front of this magazine is stamped RENEW
NOW!). For new subscriptions, hope you enjoy
this larger than normal issue.

Remember, we pay for articles that we accept for
publication at the rate of $10/page (about a penny
a word). Articles should be submitted by e-mail to
brian@lvld.hp.com. If you don't have e-mail
capabilities, we can accept articles on
IBM-formatted floppy disk, in either MS Word,
Lotus AmiPro or ASCII text formats.

This issue features a transcript of an interview with
Apollo astronaut Edgar Mitchell that was
conducted on The ParaNet Continuum radio
program by Michael Corbin.

Our psychological consultants, Greg Wheeler and
Scott Scribner, have written a review of Whitley
Strieber's book "Breakthrough" that you should
find interesting.
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I've included a fairly lengthy article that was
posted to alt.paranet.ufo regarding a study of the
1930s by the Leading Edge Research Group that
you should find thought-provoking.

I took some pictures at the recent UFO and New
Age Expo in Denver and have included them in
this issue. As usual, these expos seem to want to
link the two issues, which certainll' does nothing
to further Ufology as a scientific discipline.

I spend my MICAP column on an explanation of
what I think is going on in the world of ufology.

And of course our regular features, Random Walk,
ParaNet Postings, Sources and Resources, The
ParaNet Continuum Radio Show Update and
Sightings return.

As always, we are constantly improving this
magazine. Please write or e-mail us and tell us
how we're doing. If there's anything you
especially want us to cover, either here or on the
radio program, don't hesitate to let us know.

Enjoy!



Exclusive Interview with
Dr. Edgar Mitchell

Sixth Man on the Moon

Apol lo 14 astronaut  Edgar Mi tchel l  appeared on The

ParaNet Continuum radio show on May 12, 1996. Copies

of this show are available on cassette for $8.00 each from

ParaNet. See the order form elsewhere in this issue for

ordering information. This is a transcription of that l ive
interview.

Mi tchel l  was the s ix th man to walk on the moon.  Along

with Dwight Aaron Will iams, he wrote the new book

"The Way of  the Explorer :  An Apol lo  Astronaut 's

Journey Through the Material and Mystical Worlds."
In 1971,  whi le  return ing to Earth wi th crewmates Alan

Shepard and Stuart Roosa on Apollo 14, he experienced
as startl ing vision that has driven his l i fe to this day. In
his book, he summarizes the scientif ic studies,
parapsychological experiments and spiritual thinking
that he's been doing for the last twenty years. In 1973 he
founded the Institute of Noetic Sciences, an organization
which now has 50,000 members and whose goal is to
encourage and sponsor scientif ic research into the nature
of consciousness.

ParaNet: Let's get right to the bottom line. What is your
book about?

Mitchell: The studies that I 've been doing over quite a
number of years have led us to the conclusion that the
universe really isn't structured the way we thought. How do
\!e put together what our science has been teaching us for
four hundred years on one side, and our mystical experience
or inner experience on the other hand? The two of them
don't come together very well, and this is an attempt to bring
them together and to show that they do indeed fit together -

that thel aren't mutually exclusive and there's a way of
looking al this that makes the world look about l ike we
exper ience i t .

ParaNet: I think you're hining the nail on the head - that
there's a disparate relationship between religion and science.
What happened in vour l i fe that has brought you to this
point? Ho* has someone with your very fine scientif ic mind
anived where you are today?

Mitchell: Well it began very early in l i fe when I saw a rather
serious dichotomy between the science I was learning and
my religious upbringing, in a very fundamentalist tradition.
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I had these questions that had been rvith me all m1' l i t 'e, and
had put them on the back bunter. During my spaceflight, as
I looked at the cosnlos, and bcing one of the first huntans to
be up there these questions all cante back. lt was clear that
our traditional answers both fronr science and tiom our
cultural cosmology, our religious cosnrology didn't hold up
very well so we needed to l lnd new ones, and that's what I 've
been doing.

Caller: I 'm in awe of what you've done. Back in Septernber
of 1994, while anending a Planetary Socicty nreeting in
Denver, a question was asked Alan Shepard regarding the
photos that Richard Hoagland has shown. Alan's answer was
that he could neither confirm or deny what rvas asked, but
that his presence that night should be lbod lirr thought. He
also said that it wasn't public disinterest that stopped the
lunar missions but rather bureaucratic cosl of continuing
missions and the lack of proper mission goal planning. Can
you comment?

Mitchell: Well, that may be a misinterpretation of what Alan
said. l 've talked this over with Alan Shepard. In fact l was
with him last night. The slant you're putl ing on this is not
the one I would put on it at all. Yes, the Congress and the
congressional funding process did terminate the lunar fl ights,
I think a l itt le bit early. but in response to public wil l. The
public really wasn't ready to go forward with this.

ParaNet: Why?

Mitchell: We just happen to be a very fickle public - what
have you done for me today? We made the lunar fl ights look
a litt le bit too easy. lt was not obvious that enough new data
was coming out. To the scientists, it was obvious that we
had a lot to do, but to the general public, they really couldn't
see that we were getting our money's worth, because they
don't understand that depth of science. I believe we could
have kept going for some time and gained a lot of new
infbrmation.

Caller: Why are so many of the Apollo astronauts members
of the Masonic order?

Mitchell: Well I don't know that they are. I 've known a few
that are, but they're also Boy Scouts and member of other
organizations but I don't think there's any more significance
to it that that. I also wanted to address the claims of
Hoagland and other photo interpreters. Let's not be
ambiguous about that - l 'm not, Buzz Aldrin is not, AI Bean
is not, Alan Shepard is not. All of these claims that there are
objects in our photographs that are not being reported are
just simply not true. We've gone through this a number of
times. That isn't to say there is no possibil iry that artifacts of
some sort might be on the moon. I can't say that's
impossib le.
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ParaNet: I don't feel there's enough solid evidence to
indicate any of the stuff that Hoagland refers to. But are you
saying there's a possibil i ty that there may be something up
there that we haven't discovered yet?

Mitchell: I think that modern thinkers in this area are
coming to the conclusion that l ikely l i fe is ubiquitous
throughout the universe. lt 's not the single accident here on
Earth that previous thinking even thirty or forty years ago
led us to believe. That more than likely the conditions that
spawned life here spawned life elsewhere. Now, the question
of "l lave we found each other?" is quite a different question!
It would not take a civil ization too much older than we, a
few hundred mill ion years, a bil l ion years, which is not
unth inkable,  to  have d iscovered us.  But  in  spi te of  a l l  the
controversy about UFOs, we do not have, in the public
domain, snroking-gun type evidence. I personally have no
firsthand experience.

ParaNet: What about behind the veilof the black budget?
Mitchell: I have no firsthand experience there either, but I
have been in contact recently with people within government
who claim significant f irsthand experience and who are
working very hard to get the veil of secrecy l ifted and to get

such people who have classified stories released from their
classificd restrictions so they can tell their stories. I support
th is effort enormously.

ParaNet: You do think there could be somethins behind the
vei l  o fsecrecy?

Mitchell: Oh I think so. I think that the evidence is rather
strong that there is a lot of classified material that should be
released to the public and that is very tell ing. Whether it
truly amounts to smoking-gun evidence, that remains to be
seen, I kind of think it probably does, but that's just

conjecture.

Caller: I saw a UFO when I was a kid. I wondered if you
have ever heard of one like this. lt was about thirty feet
wide,  brushed a luminum wi th a hal f -sp i ra l  s ta i rcase v is ib le
from a circular opening in the top, the floor was black...

Mitchell: I 've read the same literature you have, so I doubt
if I can add anything.

Caller: l las there been anything done with gravitational
research lately?

Mitchell: There's a lot of work going on nou' in what's called
Zero Point Energy fields and nerv force field approaches that
are probably' going to yield some fairly useful information.
l 'm familiar with a number of scientists working in these
areas and it looks very promising over the next few years.
Absolutely a re-look at the gravitational and propulsion
phenomena. and it 's progressing very nicely.
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ParaNet: How do you reconcile such an important aspect of
our human evolution with the polit ics that gets in the way of
real science.

Mitchell: Well, that's just part of being human at this point
in time. Our science is really only 400 years old, dating
back to Sir Isaac Newton and that period of the industrial
revolution, and our thinking about these issues of what is our
nature, what is our consciousness, where did we come from,
how did we get here and why go back as long as humans
have been self-reflective, which is about 3000 years, and so
we have conflicts that are unresolved. lt 's been my opinion
that the way we resolve these conflicts is to understand what
it is that makes us conscious, and that's what my book is
about. Of course we haven't been able to resolve these
issues to this point.

ParaNet: Of course much of that exploration borders on
what most people would consider fringe.

Mitchell: Yes. lt used to be. When we started doing the
Institute of Noetic Sciences in the early 70's, a lot of it was
considered fringe - very deep fringe. At this point, so much
of it is really mainstream. The notion that attitude affects
your well-being. The idea that maybe we're not the center of
the universe biologically. The idea that acupuncture is a
viable diagnostic alternative
tool. Biofeedback is a mechanism for helping us control
ourselves. Those are all mainstream ideas now.

ParaNet: I 'm curious. What is your academic background?

Mitchell: I have a Ph.D. from MIT in astronautics and
aeronautics.

ParaNet: Are your colleagues, associates or peers giving
you any diff iculty over your ideas?

Mitcliell: Oh, no. They used to. They used to say "Gee,
where's Ed going?" But by and large, t ime has changed all
that. We've gotten many people coming in and asking
questions. Times have changed.

Caller: Have you heard anything about the so-called Photon
Belt that our galaxy is supposed to be moving toward that's
supposed to have a profound affect upon human
consciousness?

Mitchell: I can't speak toward the scientif ic validity of
moving toward a Photon Belt. I don't think it probably has
too much to do with our consciousness, whatever it is. I 'm
not an astronomer, so I can't speak to this, but I ' l l  go with
what the consensus of astronomers sav on this.

ParaNet: What are the pitfalls involved in science and the
exploration of parapsychology?
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Mitchell: I no longer even use the term "para". We start

with the assumption that what we are dealing with is normal

phenomena that is not yet explained. There is really no

"para" science, no supernatural. At least the modeling that I

use in my book says that this is all explainable rvhen we

eventually understand the unknown.

ParaNet: I applaud you for your fortitude, but the one

problem I keep coming back to is that it seems that there is

sti l l  a big stigma related to scientif ic thinking on unexplained

phenomena.

Mitchell: True. Let's be careful about what rve call

unexplained. We sti l l  have many, many enigmas that aren't

resolved. But what I 'm talking about here are those relating

to consciousness and mind. We're sti l l  stuck in many ways

back in Newtonian reality that mind is a secondary product

of physical nature. I suggest there is really a single reality.

There is not, as Descartes said, mind over here and matter

over there. Mind and matter are two faces of the same

reality. Most of the paradoxes that cause us to call things
paranormal and strange simply disappear, and it falls out into

a preffy nice system of thought. lt 's also testable. We'l l
either find out it 's right or it 's wrong.

ParaNet: Do you think most people are wil l ing to accept
the outcome?

Mitchell: Since we started the institute twenty some years

ago, the group of people we now call the postmoderns or
cultural creatives, and that's the constituency that is
interested in the kinds of things we're talking about - seeking
new answers - have increased from less that 2Yo of the
population to over 24%o, representing about 44 mill ion adult
Americans. The other fwo groups are called the
traditionalists, which is just what it sounds l ike, and the
modernists, which are the classical materialists, involved
with corporate economics, the sort of yuppie group that has
dominated thinking here for the last fwenty-five or thirty
years. All those groups are now roughly equal size, roughly
23-24o/o, and the cultural creatives are increasing very
rapidly, the other two are decreasing significantly. So the
people looking at the solutions we're talking about are
increasing quite nicely.

Caller: Carl Sagan is very dismissive of alien contact. How
do you respond to that, and if you have proof, have you
brought it forward to the scientific community?

Mitchell: I don't think we havce smoking gun proof. But
what has changed? In the 1950's, the great astronomer Fred
Hoyle said that 500 years ago, Copernicus showed us that we
were not the geometric center of the universe, but we sti l l
think we're the biological center. And even when I went to
the moon 25 years ago we sti l l  thought we were the
biological center. I think those notions are fall ing by the
wayside. Do we have proof? No. However, what is
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changing, very rapidly', is the cosmological undcrstanding of

how we came to be. What is enterging as the nlodcl is that
we live in a self-organizing, intell igent, trial-and-enor lhat's

evolving, that started rvith the Big Bang, that continucs to
evolve, both in its structure and in our knowing about it.
Breaking it down into u'hat exists and how do we know is
the subject of my book. lt 's quite a different matler to say
we're in a self-organizing, learning, evolving universe than
what we used to think, even 75 years ago. The whole nrodel
is changing markedly. Now, Carl Sagan is corrcct in saying
that we don't have smoking gun evidence of other l i fe in the
universe. But the materialist model, based on early quantum

mechanics and Newtonian sc ience is  s imply prov ing to be
wrong and flawed.

ParaNet: Conspiracy theories are everywhere, but what do
you say to things l ike the Brookings Ins(itute report of the
60's? Did NASA set policy, and if they did, could there be

an agency out there that's call ing the shots, that may or may
not know something?

Mitchell: That's probably too much of a conspiracy theory.
I think that what has really happened, is that since the early
days of the so-called Roswell incident, when we were just

coming out of WWII, when military and secrecy and the
Soviet threat (we were just entering the Cold War) wcre very
real, and national security problems were very real, and high
classifications surrounded all of that activity, a lot has
happened. It 's moved into the black budget, it has been spun
off with some contractors looking at it, some military people

looking at it. Ifs almost a quasi-private activity now, and the
danger in that is that black budgets are not really being
monitored carefully by our Congress. They can't, just by
their nature. So we have something here that's quasi-private,
quasi -mi l i tary,  quasi - in te l l igence that 's  not  real ly  being
controlled in the best wav.

ParaNet :  l t 's  a monsler .

Mi tchel l :  You've said i t  n ice ly .  I t  is  a monster .  And we
need to open this up, whatever it is.
ParaNet: In your book, you mention the struggle between
the military side and the civil ian side of NASA. [Former
administrator Richard] Truly was more into the peaceful
exploration of space, while [current administrator Dan]
Goldin is more militaristic.

Mi tchel l :  Wel l ,  he [Gold in]  came out  of  the
military-industrial complex. I personally want to follow
Eisenhower's dictum when NASA was established - NASA
was established for the peaceful exploration of space. And
we just have this natural tension between the military side,
who wants to manage space, and those of us who really want
it under civil ian control.

ParaNet: You grew up in Roswell, NM. How do you view
the so-called Roswell incident?
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Mitchell: Well, I know Jesse Marcel, Jr. personally. I know
many of those people and have talked with many of the
people who were involved in that. I was just a lad at the
time and didn't know what to think about it and kind of
dismissed it l ike everybody else who wasn't knowledgeable.
I now believe that there was a massive coverup. I now
believe that these folks were tell ing the truth as they saw it
and that they were put under an enormous amount of
pressure to keep quiet about it.

ParaNet: So do you think that something extratenestrial
crashed there?

Mitchell: Well, there's something that needs to be opened
up. Let's say on one side it could very well be
extraterrestrial, but whatever it is, the truth is not out yet.

ParaNet: When you were at NASA, how much did you talk
about the Roswell case?

Mitchell: Oh, we didn't talk about it at all. NASA's official
position in those days was this stuff doesn't exist, don't worry
about it, we weren't briefed on it. We were going to the
moon like a bear going over the mountain, to see what he
could see - for discovery, for science, for the sheer
exploration of it and because our president gave us that as a
mission. Any thought of whether there were extraterrestrials
simply wasn't on the table.

Crller: I was wondering if Edgar saw any unusual
formations on the moon. I saw Fred Haise when he came to
Weber State and he said they only came within about 80
mi les and he d idn ' t  see anyth ing.

Mitchell: Well, we saw a lot of strange and interesting
things, but not strange in the sense of unexplainable or
abnormal. As an explorer and a budding lunar geologist, it
was exciting to be there and to do the science and just to
poke around and find out what's there, but as far as what
we're really talking about here, no there's nothing really
strange.

ParaNet: Where is all of this headed?

Mitchell: Oh, to greater understanding - to be able to answer
the questions of rvho are wc, horv did we get here, where are
rve going and u'hy and u'hat is our responsibil i ty in all of
this? We're not just objects in an inaninrate, unknown
universe. We have a rcsponsibil i ty here it appears. We
seem to represenl the forefront of intcll igent organization, at
least in our sector of the universe, and that's a heavy thought.

ParaNet: Are you happy with the space program as it stands
today?

Mitchell: Oh, it needs regrouping, it needs reorganizing. We
really need to use the space program at this moment to help
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focus on Earth's problems. We have some severe problems
here. And eventually, we'l l go back to the moon and on to
Mars and the rest of the solar system. It's our destiny to do
so, but right now I really think we need to get our act
together on Earth.

ParaNet: How can people get an autographed copy of your
book The LI/ay of the Explorer?

Mitchell: Send $35 in check or money order to me at P.O.
Box 6728, Lakeworth, FL 33461 and I'll autograph and
dedicate the book.

The ParaNet
Continuum

Radio Program

The radio show has finally moved into new studios, owned
by ParaNet, with state-of-the art computer-controlled, digital
sound production facil i t ies, top notch recording equipment,
and more telephone lines. We have also begun offering
Internet Relay Chats during the show as well as an
occasional foray onto CompuServe's MYSTERIES forum
live chat room. And we're producing the show live at Pour
Joe's coffeehouse in Denver. Locals can listen to the show
via the stereo system in the coffeehouse and are welcome to
come back into the production room after the show to see
how it 's produced.

Plans are also in the works for longer shows, although we'l l
sti l l  be on the satell i te for only one hour. We keep running
out of t ime with many of our interesting guests and have
decided to keep the show going longer occasionally and then
to make tapes of the two-hour or three-hour show available
for purchase.

Financially, the show continues to gain steam, although your
contributions and purchases are sti l l  needed to help pay the
bil ls. Satell i te uplink fees and Switched-56 phone lines, as
well as the standard incoming 800 lines and other production
expenses are quite high. If you want to keep this shou, on
the air, please contribute or order our products! We do
accept Mastercard and Visa now to make it that much easier
for you.
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n Sources &

]J Resources
Sources und Resources" is publkhed in esch issue of
CONTINUUIV as a free public service to the UFO
community. If you would like conlscl itrforntotion for )'our
publication or organizolion lo oppeor here, send deluils to:

CONTINUUM Editor
P.O. Box 172
ll/heut Ridge, CO 80034-0172

The J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS)
2457 West Peterson Avenue
Chicago, IL 60659
(3r2\ 27r-36rr

Founded by the late Dr. J. Allen Hynek, "the Gali leo of
Ufology", CUFOS is committed to the scientif ic study of
UFOs and related phenomena. Associate membership,
which includes a subscription to the bimonthly International
UFO Reporter, is available for a $25 annual contribution.

Citizens Against UFO Secrecy (CAUS)
P.O. Box 218
Coventry, CT 06238

CAUS is dedicated to uncovering existing documentation
about government involvement in UFO research, and
actively pursues such documentation through Freedom of
Information Act lawsuits against government agencies. A
newsletter entit led Just Cause is published quarterly. Write
for further information.

UFO Magazine
P.O. Box 1053
Sun land ,  CA  91041
(8r8) 9sr-r2s0

UFO magazine was startcd in the mid-eighties. lt is
publ ished b imonth ly  by Vick i  Cooper Ecker  and Don Ecker.
Subscriptions are $25/year ($33 foreign) for 6 issues. Don
also has a national cable radio show on UFOs that is also
avai lable to sate l l i te  home dish owners.  His show, LIFOs
Tonight ,  runs f rom 9- l l  PM PT on Satcom F3,  t ransponder
23, audio subcanier frequency 7.24 Mllz narrowband.

Unsolved Mysteries
NBC Television
Friday at 8 PM ET

Hosted by Robert Stack, this program deals with UFOs and
psychic events fairly regularly, but also focuses most of its
efforts on missing persons and homicides.

The Paranormal Borderline
UPN Television
Check local l istings

Hosted by Jonathan Frakes (Commander Will Riker on Srar
Trek: The Next Generation), it has some of the flavor of
Sightings, although it is somewhat more sensa(ionalistic. lt
might be worth a look.

Sightings has been renewed for a fifth season, but wil l air
on the Sci-Fi channel, which is also owned by Paramount.

FATE Subscriptions
P.O. Box 1940
170 Future Way
Mar ion,  OH 43305-1940
(800) 669-1002

Fate magazine covers a wide range of paranormal events and
phenomena, including Ufology and psychic phenomena. It
is available by subscription for $21.50 per year in the U.S.;
ud.d $8 00 a year postage for Canadian and foreign
subscriptions.

UFO Research Australia (UFORA)
P.O. Box 2435
Cairns, QLD 4870, Australia

UFORA publishes a wide range of materials on the UFO
phenomenon down under.
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Mullinslional Investigolions Cooperotive on Aerisl
Phenomena.

MICAP Nat ional  Meet ings are held the 2nd Thursday of
each month at 7:30 P.M. at Pour Joe's Coffeehouse.

970 N. Lincoln. Denver. CO.
Call (800) 836-638 I for information.

As one of the few who gets to see the UFO phenomenon
from the inside, I 'm often asked "So, what's really going
on?" With this column, I hope to answer that question.

In Carl Sagan's book "The Deemon-Haunted World: Science
as a Candle in the Dark", he states on page 127 "Of course,
as enthusuasts for extraterrestrial visitations are quick to
remind me, there's anolher interpretation of these historical
parallels: AIiens, they say, have always been visit ing us,
poking at us, stealing our sperrns and eggs, impregnating us.
ln earlier t imes we recognized them as gods, demons, fairies,
or spirits; only now do we understand that it 's aliens who've
been diddling us all these millennia. Jacques Vallee has
made such arguments. But why then are there virtually no
reports of f lying saucers prior to 1947? Why is it that none
of the world's major religions uses saucers as icons of the
divine? Why no warnings about the dangers of high
technology then? Why isn't this genetic experiment,
whatever its objective, completed by now - thousands of
years or more after its init iation by beings supposedly of
vastly superior technological attainments? Why are we in
such trouble if the breeding program is designed to improve
our lot?"

Sagan's thrust is that UFOs are nothing more than stories that
have taken on a l ife of their own, much like a story told at
parties, in which a story is told at one end of a chain, and by
the time it gets to the other end of the room it bears no
resemblance to the or ig inal .  Whi le th is  cer ta in ly  can account
for some of the stories, it certainly doesn't account for all of
them. Let's try to answer all of the questions Sagan raises in
the previous paragraph.

.Ilhy are there virtuallt' no reports ofJlying scrucers prior to
1947? Is Sagan kidding? 1947 may have marked the
beginning of the modem UFO era with the flying vehicles
over Mount Rainier described by Kenneth Arnold that
"looked like saucers skipping over water" and of course the
Roswell Incident, but there are many reports of UFOs
throughout history. The Fortean Society published an
account of a UFO dating back to the 1700's. The Tunguska
event, early' in this century, for which Sagan himself has
postulated several possibil i t ies, remains unidentif ied. The
Bible has numerous stories which could be construed as
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UFO visitations, particularly Ezekiel. Perhaps the operative
words in Sagan's question are "flying saucers". The most
obvious answer to his question is that people didn't call them
flying saucers back then either because the concept of f lying
was unfamiliar to them (only birds and clouds could fly), or
because they didn't look l ike saucers. Whatever the reason,
it is rather incredible that a scientist of Sagan's stature would
make such a ludicrous statement.

. Why no "saucer" icons lo aliens in world religions?
Maybe Carl has neglected to read any of Zechariah Sitchin's
books, which detail numerous icons to heavenly visitors - the
Annunaki - "those who from heaven to Earth came" - in
Africa, Asia, South America, North America, virtually
everywhere, dating back thousands of years. Whether or not
you agree with Sitchin's conclusions, the evidence is there
that religious groups did create icons representing unusual
phenomena. Perhaps the halos around angels depicted in so
many religious paintings dating back two thousand years are
the saucer-shapes Sagan is looking for.

. tYhy no warnings about the dangers of high technologt?
Excuse, me? Has he not studied anything of Nostradamus?
Revelation? Our l iterature is so full of prophetic warnings it
is patheticl

. Why isn't lhe genetic experimenl over? Well, a) maybe it's
not a genetic experiment, or b) maybe aliens have a longer
attention span than we do. Really. This question is an
insult to our intell igence. Obviously not everyone in the
UFO community believes we are being visited by other
civil izations for purposes of cross-breeding or replenishment
of their dwindling gene pool.

. ll/hy are we in such trouble if they're here to help? Again,
Sagan has latched onto one small phase of Ufology and
assumed everyone believes it.

So Sagan is full of it. Let's ask some more fitt ing questions
of our own, shall we?

Il/hy does our governmenl constanlly lie to us? They've
gotten themselves into a rather tight f ix, much like the l inle
boy who cried wolf. lf you l ie often enough and get caught
at it, eventually people stop l istening to you. That is
certainly what has happened with our military and much of
our elected government. lt 's almost to the point that if the
government announced that we had made contact with
al iens,  no one would bel ieve them!

How can lhe scientifc communi4, consistently dismiss so
man)t eyewilness accounts from credihle observers that
something funny is going on? Does science demand
obstinance from its adherents? Maybe the reason our
scientif ic advances seem to plod along is related to the very
scientif ic method we hold so dear! Scientists have always
been stubbom about their pet theories, despite pretending to
use the scientif ic method. What exactly is the scientif ic
method? Quite simply, its this: l) Observe a phenomenon,
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2) make a hypothesis about its cause, 3) test the hypothesis
through experiment, 4) draw conclusions. lf the conclusions

refute the hypothesis, go back to step fwo. lf not, design

more experiments unti l there is enough confidence to publish

the conclusions, then seek peer review. Has the UFO
phenomenon met the conditions for the scientif ic method? If

it has failed, it is because step three is awful hard to do with

random phenomena. Therefore, many are accused of
jumping to conclusions with insufficient data. But scicnce

often does the same thing, and there have been some

incredible advances in technology because of a "leap of

faith" made by a scientist who had insufficient evidence to

support a pet theory.

Why is il so impossible to travel to the stars? After the

release of the movie Independence Day, The Denver Post
published an article which quoted a Loveland mathematician
(and member of the Front Range Skeptics) as saying "to

travel here, aliens not only would have to suspend the laws
of physics, they would have to violate what is absolute in our
universe - the speed of l ight." Hello? While I found the
movie flawed in many ways, this is not an area I would have
attacked. Do I need to even say it? They would have to
violate the laws of physics as we currently understand them.
Why is it so hard to dri l l  this concept into a skeptic's head?
Does he really believe we know all there is to know about
physics and the composition of the universe? And we won't
even mention black holes, which Penrose and Flawking have
descriibed as violating our known laws of physics at the
event horizon. In any case, it is not even necessary to
violate the laws of physics to travel to the stars. We could
do so today if we wanted to. lt would cost a fortune, but we
could do it using ion engines that would accelerate a
spaceship to, say, l0%o of the speed of l ight, then decelerate
it as it neared another star system. As long as allowance was
made for the increase in mass as the ship accelerates, and
provided that we deal with waste management and food, we
have the technology today to launch a mission to the stars.
But it is also more l ikely that long before our
multi-generational ship reached its destination, our
technology would have allowed an even faster ship to
overtake it! Someday we wil l travel to the stars simply
because they are there. And we wil l more than likely figure
out how to beat that speed of light problem.

Assume for a moment that there had been a civil ization on
Mars. We would have already announced our presence in
rather bold terms. We landed a ship on the surface and
started taking some soil samples. We poured chemicals on it
looking for l i fe. Had we pulled any insects out of the soil,
we would l ikely have kil led them. We don't have Star Trek
style "cloaking" technology. Had there been anyone there
not technically inclined, and seeing a fiery descent of an
unknown object, they might have been tempted to declare
that God had sent an angel (or a devil) down from heaven to
reward (or punish) them. They might veryu well have
proceeded to destroy the spacecraft, something that we sent a
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bil l ion dollars making. Sonreday, when we travel to the
stars, we may want to remain hidden from the locals, if there
are any. We may' not want to barge in, planting the flag and
announcing that we are here to make friendsl We may want
to study them first. ls it so unusual, then, to think that if we
have been discovered by others, they might want to do the
same with us? I think not!

So what is going on? Look at the multitude of things we
have going on in our world today: abductions, canle
mutilations, UFO sightings, secret military projects, patriot
groups, cults, polit ical intrigue, AIDS, tenorisnr, racial
hatred, religious wars, environnrental disasters (natural and
man-made), and good old-fashioned greed, lust and
power-mongering. ls it any wonder that we can't get to the
bottom of the UFO mystery?

I believe that there is a good case for the Earth having been
visited by non-human intell igence. I won't call i t
extra-terrestria[, because there are many other possibil i t ies. I
don't believe that Earthlings are serving only as genetic
material for sex-starved aliens. I don't believe that most of
our elected govemment has any more a clue than we do
about the nature of the UFO phenomenon. I do believe that
several mil itaries of the world, including those of at least the
U.S. and former Soviet Union. have resorted to intimidation
and even mind control of witnesses to something very secret,
in violation of people's human rights. I also believe that
many groups with a vested interest in keeping the UFO
mystery mysterious have deliberately confused the issue
with misinformation. What is the basis for this vested
interest? What has always been the source of this? Money
and power. lfanyone does indeed know whether aliens have
been here or are here, they are in a position of power by
virtue of that knowledge. As long as no one else knows,
they can maintain that power and use it to manipulate events
so as to increase their power and wealth. In this respect, not
much has changed over the last ten thousand years. I do not
believe that NASA cares whether there are aliens or not. lf
there are, they haven't apparently interfered with our space
missions too badly. If there aren't, then the space program is
just what it appears to be - a valid scientific attempt to learn
about space travel. I don't believe that thousands of people
are abducted every night (as cunent numbers suggest), but
that more l ikely there is a psychological phenomenon
occurring in the majority of cases. Finally, rest assured,
when I get the front bumper off of a UFO, l ' l l  personally put
it on Sagan's doorstepl

Brian lltood is International
Director of MICAP, producer of
The ParaNet Conlinuum radio
show and editor of Continuum
magazine. His e-mail address is
brian@lvld.hp.com.
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Pictures from the UFO and New Age
Expo held in Denver recently.

Michael Corbin Interviews the manager
of Starland in Denver

Michael interviews the owner of UFO
Central
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Chris O'Brien, Author of "The
Mysterious Valley", lectures about the

San Luis Vallev in Colorado

Have you hugged your aura today?

Michael found a cool "Ship Happens"
Tee-Shirt
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DESPERATELY SEEKING ALIENS:
PITFALLS ALONG THE PATH TO A

' 'FIRST CONTACT SCIENCE''

by Gregory J. Wheeler' Ph.D.
and Scott R. Scribner. M.A.

Fear. Not the mass panic so strikingly imaged in the

blockbuster action movie "lndependence Day", but the

soul-chil l ing terror of a solitary individual alone in the

blackest night. Fear so great it can either paralyze or send
you running for your l i fe. Fear that breaks every courageous

resolve. Fear that transforms a person forever.

This is how Whitley Strieber describes his fear in his book

Breakthrough: The Next Step. No psychology can do justice

to alien abduction narratives (AAbNs) unless it can address

this most primal of human experiences. Understanding the

accounts of Whitley Strieber and others also provides a

paradigm for explaining the persistent appeal of the honor

genre in literature, of which he is an expert craftsman.

Standing on this same precipice with him is another

interpreter of "experiencer" contact, Dr Courtney Brown,

author of the new book "Cosmic Voyage". We might
propose that the literary horror and the "experiencer" terror

are one and the same: the fragile evanescence of life
confronting the completely unknown. We will contrast these
two views as we pursue the current concept of "alien
abduction." What methods can we employ to grapple with
these claims of ETs among us, as we try to understand those
who claim special knowledge about this planet's greatest
mystery?

Until Strieber's recent book. his battle with fear seemed like
a backstage disturbance, an unavoidable but natural
consequence of encountering an "evil...terrif ic, oppressive
power" he calls "the visitors." lt is now apparent that his
works are a documentary of a personal banle to maintain
contact with an experience of the "unknown other", in the
face of the concomitant resurg€nce of terror that it brings.
This is why Whitley leaves his mountain cabin at midnight
and climbs into a deep bat-cave without a l ight. Not as a
dimwined exercise in masochism, but as a challenge to his
own fear. In Whitley's words, "lt's not the cave, it's the
effort to overcome my fear that matters." (p.72)

To what end? Surely these kinds of personal encounters
with terror are a mainstay of human existence. Just as the
mastery of physical skills can drive people to Olympian
performances, so also others are consumed with the drive to
obliterate their vulnerability. The River Styx flows on the
horizon for all of us, visitors or not, and surely one of our
most pressing tasks as sentient beings on this planet is to
comprehend our own mortality. So for Strieber, this
encounter with "the visitors" is sought eagerly. However,
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when it occurs, Strieber honestly reports his reactions:
fleeing with desperate speed or confronting the visitors with
vicious, violent reactions (shotgunning one's guru being
considered a slight overreaction in most New Age circles).
Why endure such terror if not to hone one's mettle? lsn't this
a form of "pushing the envelope" common to men of speed
and power? Whitley NEEDS the visitors, just as Scott
Crossf ie ld needed h is  X-15.

Whitley says, "When you are at the very height of
strangeness, when you are so far fronr your human nreanings
that you feel as if you are on the other sidc of the universe, I
can assure you from experience that you wil l encounter
yourself." (p. 93) This need to "encounter yourself ' is a
profound motivator buried deep within the seemingly
external and fearsome encounters with "the visitors."

But need this encounter be consciously sought? In contrast
to the many who push the envelope and go out seeking the
terror, there are those seemingly passive individuals who do
not seek an "encounter" but are struck while just going about
their l ives. Strieber explains that there is a logic at work here
too. Life leaves not one of its own undisturbed. All must
"encounter" that which comes as a visitor in the night. lt
takes a loud "noise" to awaken the somnolent from the sleep
of what the Hindus call "maya", or i l lusion. This is a we ll
known concept among mystical traditions and therefore a
comparison cannot be avoided. If one seeks out a
transformational experience, if one advocates to others the
same experience and interpretive worldview, and if one then
takes up a position inside that worldview from which to gaze
at the uninit iated, surely no offense can be taken if an
observer concludes a spiritual tradition is in the making.

If he walks and talks l ike a mystic, let's call him mystical--or
a shaman. He joins the pantheon of mystics with rational
explanations for their experiences, from Pythagoras to, well,
Strieber. This is not to minimize the importance of the self-
transformational task of consciousness. It may be the central
dynamic hiding behind fear and its off-spring, paranoia.
Everyday consciousness is the brinle shell surrounding the
nascent gamete, the "new man" that Strieber recalls in
mentioning Sri Aurobindo, "who believed that mankind was
a transitional species, destined to l iterally be re-created
physically in a new form." (p 75)

During long-term psychotherapy (the serious kind rejected as
too unprofitable by "managed care" companies),
psychological growth can reach an abrupt halt after some
months or even years of progress. A banier of immense
proportions is encountered. This barrier is sunounded by
frightening gargoyles of the mind, and only if the therapeutic
alliance befween patient and therapist is strong can progress
resume. First, though, the patient must pass through "the
valley of the shadow of death" whose foremost gargoyle is
fear.
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For Whitley Strieber, this confrontation with his own fear is
the ke1' to opening the door to the visitors. From a
psychotherapist's perspective, this very diff icult recounting
of a central dynamic in Strieber's psyche makes sense out of
his choice to become a horror genre writer. Now that
direction has taken a new turn, and the visitors are The Creat
Master who deigns to aide a desperate disciple in his battle
against psychic terrors. In this case, the visitors have come
to scare the last wit out of Whitley. In the process, Whitley
achieves enlightenment, or at least believes the path is now
open to h im:

"To surrender by becoming strong, to transform our evil by
understanding i l, to become a species whose consciousness
transcends the boundaries of the world, to gain control over
the very form that physical reality takes, to ride the winds of
t ime--a l l these th ings are possib le to us (p.216) .  And that  is
the paradigm that seems to work its way through much of the
Mack/Hopper/Strieber accounts. When touched by the
Master's hand, a process begins. The disciple wil l either
emerge a higher, nobler being, or descend into the pits of
mental i l lncss with no l ight to guide them. It is the choice of
the narrator. How many wil l emerge fransformed?

This process of encountering one's terror, of facing the "evil"
other, the visitor into the routine consciousness of everyday
life, is the essence of the shaman's journey. And perhaps the
same paradigm can be said to be a part of breaking any
status quo, leading a person into depth psychotherapy,
spiritual journeys of every kind, diff icult adventures, and
even through unavoidable tragedies.

We are very sympathetic with Whitley's approach to the
human predicament, but we must conclude that this is not
what we mean by a "scientif ic ufology."

Perhaps the term ufology is ready for the scrapheap. The
experiences Whitley describes are very l itt le of the "flying
object" variety. By this time in history there is l i ft le
unidentit led about a helicopter or a saucer shaped metall ic
vehicle in the sky or on the ground. It is rather the mystery
behind these "objects," and their origins that intrigue us.
These "unidentif ied human experiences" are the artifacts of
encounter.

That is why we are advocating the abandonment of the term
"ufology." We propose a new discipline: First Contact
Science (or FCS for brevity).

The broad scope sugge sted by FCS would include
evervthing that is cunently considered ufological: UFOs
buzzing cit ies, blasting out cnptic symbols in corn and
wheat fields, abducting various people at random, mutilating
cattle, and so on. FCS must go beyond the domain of
so-called traditional ufologists, to include every scientif ic
investigation which seeks answers about non-human
sentience: ongoing astronomy projects such as the search for
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Sun-Earth type systems, SETI, and even local space
exploration itself would be part of this growing planetary
awakening to the possibility that we are not alone in the
Universe.

FCS must be a discipline, because without the controls of a
scientific communify, the experiences of encounter become
the private domain of an interpreter to the outside world.
This results in the constant revival of a peculiar brand of
ufology which makes no claims to consensus understanding,
but only to the explication of hidden mysteries. This too is
the oldest of traditions--not a doorway to investigating the
possibil i ty of alien contact, but a frank descent into the
murky caves of religion.

This more evangelical mystical approach is seen in Dr.
Brown's book (1996). He tells us on page I that the book
contains "a detailed examination of fwo societies of known
intelligent extraterrestrial life." We hope some other readers
besides ourselves wil l also stumble over the word "known,"
then ask, "known to whom?" and "how?" Unfortunately, the
answers are not encouraging. This "knowledge" is but
another variefy of occult (hidden) knowledge open only to
those who have been init iated into various higher mysteries,
specifically Transcendental Meditation (TM), out-of-body
experience (OOBE Robert Monroe Institute variety), and
"scientif ic remote viewing" (SRV) under the alleged
auspices of the recently (and embarrassingly) cancelled
"psychic warfare" program of the military intell igence (sic)
complex (Rickard, 1996).

With this book, Dr. Brown joins a fraternity of social
scientists (including John Mack and David Jacobs) who are,
knowingly or not, trashing the possibil iry of any intell igent
discourse on the subject of unusual experiences and
narratives about them. More on this in a future article when
we discuss David Jacobs' interview about his own upcoming
book "Grey Area". Beside the social scientists (who are
uncomfortable with peer review and claim ad nauseam that
"establishment science" is just too hidebound to accept their
"revealed truth"), Whitley Strieber and Budd Hopkins appear
to constitute the artistic contingent, persons who express
their exploration in images.

Some readers may feel that we do not give Brown's
techniques a fair hearing, perhaps through ignorance. We
have been trained in (and used) all three ofthese techniques
(and many others). TM is a very interesting meditation
method. but we have found that its effects are not as unique
as its proponents claim and the TM organization has
occasionally presented views about weeding out the
"spiritually unfit" that we find alarming. Robert Monroe's
book has been available for fwo decades ago and we
practiced a number of OOBE methods with interesting
results. Although neither of us can claim Dr. Brown's
military SRV pedigree (it is not clear from the book whether
he was actually in the service), one of us (Scribner) reports a
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long personal history of clairvoyant ("remote viewing")

experiences, such as recently knowing immediately when a

close relative experienced a heart problem 3000 miles away'

He also took Michael Harner's training in "shantanic

lourneying", which he finds to be similar to the SRV

rechniques Brown describes.

Why do we go to the trouble of claiming to know what Dr.

Brown is talking about? Because he also claims that these

techniques showed him that Martians are living under the

State of New Mexico, and he claims to be revealing this

"fact" to the public under the color of "scientif ic" authority.

Unfortunately, these stories are as old as the hills (much

older than Betry and Barney, anyway) and have been making

the rounds of UFO "true believer" groups since Roswell.

This is the same tale that drove Dr. Paul Bennewitz mad
(Thompson, 1995). No, that doesn't make it untrue but let's
just say it never goes anywhere except into more and more

books.

Dr. Brown also presents an extraterrestrially revealed

anthropology which (big surprise) is old Gnostic theology:
the body is just a shell and we are really "subspace" beings.
ln earlier eras, it would be called "ether", "spirit", "ch'i", or
other names for undefinable stuff. In the age of Star Trek,
subspace is in. In 1964, we asked Isaac Asimov whether he
thought that such a pervasive sci-fi staple as "subspace"
would ever be found. He spread his hands, shrugged, and
said "Who knows?". So are Strieber and Brown writers of
science or fiction? You must decide.

We find "Cosmic Voyage" interesting for both cultural and
personal reasons. Culturally, with the end of the Twentieth
Century at hand, we find the inevitable cyclic retum of a
perennial philosophy with a millenarian edge. On the
personal side, one of us remembers spending some of the
best t imes of our l ives engaged in remote viewing and
conversing with Martians in 1960, when we were ten years
old and still believed that the fate of the universe was in our
hands. Decades later, as grown men, we have come to know
we are not alone; there are others here to provide help
dealing with a l imitless universe. Some come to this through
religion. But for others, still wrestling with the boundary
between the inner and outer worlds, there are the paths of
Whitley Strieber and Courtney Brown.

By all means, search and question. But take good care of the
kids and don't sell the housejust yet.
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Random WaIk

This is  ParaNet 's  News Column. l t 's  ca l led Random
Walk af ter  the mathemat ica l  concept  in  which the
di rect ion of  each successive move in a sequence of
movemenls is  determined ent i re ly  at  random. In other
words,  th is  is  a random assor tment  of  in terest ing news
t idbi ts  cu l led f rom the Wor ld Wide Web.  news wires and
magazine stor ies.

r  Astronaut  Gordon Cooper commenls on UFOs.

Astronaut Cordon Cooper reported seeing an "armada" of
UFOs flying extremely high over Europe in l95 l - He sent a
report in, and the analysis came back months later that what
they saw was probably high flying seed pods. Cooper went
on to say that in 1957, he and others saw a UFO land on the
dry lake bed at Edwards AFB. He said that it put down three
litt le landing gears and landed and that a fi lm crew captured
the event. When they got fairly close, it l i fted off, put the
landing gears away and took off at a high rate of speed. He
said the lrlm was sent to Washington and "l don't know if
anyone lras seen it since."

I ParaNet Operates Subforum on CompuServe. ParaNet
has acccpted an offer from the Mysteries Forum on
CornpuServe to operate section 10, t it led "ParaNet" in that
forunr. Brian Wood, producer/director of the radio show and
edi tor /publ is l rer  of  Cont inuum magazine wi l l  be sect ion
leader.  Creg Wheeler ,  Ph.D. ,  MICAP's Director  of
Investigations, psychologist and abduction researcher wil l
also contribute. ParaNet expects to run l ive chats there
during the radio show at least once a month. Interesting fi les
and other ParaNet products wil l be available in the l ibraries.
Now CompuServe members wil l have exclusive access to
ParaNet apart from the Usenet and Fidonet newsgroups that
are also run by ParaNet.

r New Organization Advocates Preparedness for

Catastrophic Earth Changes. From "The Richter I I
Pro ject" :  " ln  July ,  1994,  p ieces of  a large comet col l ided
with Jupiter. We don't knorv what this means for Earth,
becausc we don't know enough about how the solar system
rvorks. We can't be surc if the odd rveather Dattems we're
experiencing are not a result ol 'extraordinary reactions from
Jupiter afflccting Earth. Could that coll ision havc disturbed
the orbits of some of the tens of thousands of asteroids
betrveen Jupiter and Earth? Could other undetected waves

and reac(ions from Jupiter have nudged some of them into
Earth-intersecting orbits? lf an asteroid six miles rvide
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crashed into Earth, it would be l ike l5 bil l ion 'Hiroshima'

atomic bombs exploding at one time. That equals the energy
of a Richter I I earthquake. The Richter I I Project was
created to focus peoples' attention on the possibility of
similar impacts on Earth. The many people who survive
such an impact wil l have to know how to cope and rebuild.
Such a coll ision might mean having to l ive without the
comforts of electrical technology, or the ability to grow food
for many months or even years. By reviving hand-operated
technologies, and planning to store food, tools and technical
and cultural knowledge in households and selected places
around the world, people could rebuild without starting from
nothing.  Think ing 'R- l l '  encourages people to l ive fu l ly
day-to-day, and enjoy people, animals, the land, seas and
natural wonders as they are now. Any 'Earth changes'could
make our landscapes and civil izations look and be very
different." For more information, contact (303)754-2941 .
Be sure to mention that you read about it on ParaNet's web
s ite.

I Air Force Avoids Answering USA Today Question.
Aviation ll/eek & Space Technolog,,, the leading magazine
for aerospace engineers and others in the aviation industry,
reports that the Air Force has been officially queried by USA
Today regarding its contingency plans if the U.S. is invaded
by aliens from space. The inquiry was triggered by the new
movie Independence Day. True to form, the Air Force said
it would "forego extensive planning pending verif ication of
the existence of aliens." This. of course. was not the
question put to them and can only contribute to further
mistrust of the military.

r Skeptics Monitor Pseudoscience. The World Skeptics
Congress gathered in Amherst, New York on June 20th.
This was the first worldwide meeting of skeptics, and was
hosted by CSICOP, Committee for the Scientif ic
lnvestigation of Claims of the Paranormal. Phil Klass, one
of Ufology's arch-debunkers, said "lf one of your friends or
relatives says they believe in flying saucers, don't be
surprised. The surprising thing is that everyone doesn't
believe in them with television the way it is." The skeptics
blame the media for popularizing inational beliefs in ghosts,
aliens and psychics. They have formed a new group, the
Council for Media lntegrity, to monitor television for its
portrayal of science. Paul Kurtz, organizer of the
conference, said "lf you look at these shows, they make it
seem as if rvhat they're portraying is real."

r  Pol i t ica l  Strategis ts  Avoid Hi l lary 's  Paranormal
Erercises. Brigid Schulte, in a story written for
Knight-Ridder News Service, reports that "Ever since
excerpts appeared from Bob Woodward's new book 'The

Choice' detailrng the first lady's sort of personal Psychic
Friends Nenvork. the tabloids have had a heyday. 'Hil lary's

Guru!' the headlines screamed, conjuring up visions of
crystal balls and mysterious knocks in the East Room. But
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most political strategists are taking a pass. For two reasons:

One, she's not the president. And two, they know a bunch of

Americans really believe this stuff."

I Gali leo Looks at Jupiter's Moon. Seven years after

launch, NASA's glitch-plagued Gali leo spacecraft plunged to

within 517 miles of Ganymede, Jupiter's largest moon,

capturing images as small as 33 feet across. Nine of

Gali leo's l0 instruments were nained on Ganymede, which

is 3/4 the size of Mars and the largest satellite in the solar

system. It took 35 minutes for radio signals to travel the 400

million rhiles to Earth. The first computer-enhanced photos

will be available July 10, due in part to the painfully slow

data rate, which was necessitated by failure of the high-gain

antenna on the spacecraft. Images will anive at a rate of

fwo-three per day. The spacecraft now begins an l8-month

program of I I elliptical orbits of Jupiter.

r Independence Day Movie Reactions. National Director

Chandra Chandler of the Colorado Springs-based UFO
Institute said "My biggest problem with movies l ike this is
they see an alien presence as the enemy, something to be
defeated. If they wanted to take over, they would have done
it 500 years ago." Skeptic Larry Samer, a Loveland
mathematician, computer progr:rmmer and member of the
Front Range Skeptics, said "There's plety of scientific
reasons why it's less than likely that space aliens exist." He

explained that the closest star is four light years away and
the closest planet outside the solar system is 13 light years

away. To travel here, he said, aliens would not only have to
suspend the laws of physics, they would have to violate what
is absolute in our universe - the speed of light. At NORAD,
spokesman Scott Johnson said "We don't do UFOs."
NORAD was completely obliterated in the movie along with
most major cit ies of the world. San Luis Valley observer
Chris O'Brien, who has a new book out t it led "The
Mysterious Valley", said "science fiction flicks appear to
have shifted from the warm, friendly portrayals of 'Close

Encounters' and 'E.T.' to viewing the off-planet intell igence
as being exffemely hostile and aggressive." CSETI, The
Center for the Study of Extraterresffial Intelligence, which is
headed by Dr. Steven Greer, said "The Center...feels that the
media and entertainment industry are increasingly involved
with potentially dangerous and inflammatory portrayals of
extraterrestrial life. This trend is dangerous in light of the
real likelihood that we ar€ not alone in the universe, and that
a disclosure of this fact could be linked in people's minds to
the frightening psychology of 'alien invasion'." Greer added
that "the media should exhibit more restraint in these
porhayals...and should also endeavor to investigate the
growing scientific evidence that extraterrestrial civilizations
have made their way to Earth." MICAP Director Brian
Wood said "lndependence Day has the awesome special
effects and cinematography we have come to expect in
big-budget films, along with a good cast and interesting plot.
However, the science used to save the planet that was used
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by Jeff Goldblum in the movie was clearly not well thought
out." Wood agreed with the skeptics that suspension of
disbelief was carried a bit too far. I{e added "The panic
depicted in this movie, that begins before any hosti lc actions
are taken by the aliens, *' i l l  not help UFO activists convince
Congress and the nril i tary that release of government
documents regarding UFOs is in the public's besl interest."

r Brazil UFOs? In Varginha, Brazil, on January 30,
according to National UFO News, a woman saw children
throwing stones at something at the edge of a ravine. When
she went to see, she was horrified to see a creature with large
red eyes trying to huddle down. Local f irefighters then
reportedly grabbed the creature and drove it to the military
school in Tres Coracoes. On Wednesday, June 5, 1996,
several UFO groups held a news conference in Brazil.
Claudeia Covo, an engineer and president of the Instituto
Nacional de Investigacoes de Fenomenos Aerospaciais
(INFA) described the reported Varginha retrieval as
"certainly the most extraordinary thing we have ever heard
about, and we have lots of reports of the UFO apparitions. It
was a real complex operation involving military personnel as
well as civil ians and resulted in the capture of unidentif ied
biological creatures." Brazil ian ufologist Vitorio Pacaccini
said that he has the testimony of an army officer was
directly involved in the operation and described in detail
everything that happened. The Brazil ian army denies that
any retrieval took place.
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I dunno about all this "conditioning conspiracy" speculation
going around. Personally, I think that Hollywood, and the ad
agencies simply look out in marl<etplace, and observe what
is "selling" at the moment, and then try and capitalize on
whatever that is to promote their own agenda (read,
*products*). Ever since the "Star Wars" movies, CE3K, and
so forth, it has been pretty obvious that "SF sells". And, if
you use "qliens" in ads, they workfor a LOT less money than
(say) Michael Jordan does. Just because there are ads that
use Godzilla or cars that talk, it does not follow that we can
expecl to see either appear in downtown Los Angeles
anytime soon [well ... *maybe* : in LA .. , J. Nor do I
think we are being "condilioned" lo expect either of those
possibilities to actually happen. Similarly, wilh UFO's and
aliens. Though I'd like to be wrong about it ...

Don't be silly. They won't recognize Area 51, because it
would open them to all kinds of lawsuits for chemical and
toxic poisoning of workers, not to speak of radioactivity
from debris buried out there.

POSTINGS
This column presents selected posts from people who
have expressed their opinions on the ParaNet computer
network regarding topics from Angels to Zeta Reticuli.
You can participate simply by having a computer and
modem. Call the ParaNet BBS at (303) 863-0469, or log
onto your Internet service provider and access the
network via the Usenet newsgroup alt.paranet.ufo.

From:

Date:
To:
Subject :

d023009c@dcfreenet.sefl in.l ib.f l . us
(Ray Auxi l lou)
Wednesday, July 10, 1996 8:46 AM
alt.paranet.ufo
Re: alien visitors/ ID4 (another
successful brainwashing)

Kim DeVaughn (kim@shell.portal.com) wrote:

<fugue@ccp.spc.uch icago.edu> wrote:
The US governntent still offcially denies the existence of
A5l. even if all the rumors aboul this place are true, would
lhe governntenl suller from endorsing a film that shov's us
successfully, repelling a massive alien attack? Only if they
v,ere not yet ready to qdmit to the existence of A5l and the
po.ssib il it ies t hal entai ls.

Nol exactly true. The US Gov't *does* acknowledge the
existence of the Area5 I installation as a "lesl areo" for
"advanced aircraft". That is *all* lhey v,ill admit to though.
Thev have qdmitted lo its existence for about a year - maybe
tu,o. A minor poirtl, il's true, but UFO researchers need to
attempt to get all their facts 

*exactly* right. Credibili|' is
dilficult enough lo come b),et'en then, as we all knov'. It
will be interesting to see if ary of the A-33 development ends
up taking place out at Area|l. [The X-33 is the "nexl
generalion" replacenrenl for the Space Shuttle. The contracl
v,as just av'arded todqv to Lockheed-lvlartin's "Skunk ll/ork"
(vho brought 1,ou the SR-71, etc), beating out the
McDorurcll-Douglas Delta Clipper, anel the Rockv'ell entry'.J
Therefore, thev *mq'r be conditioning us. bul they're not
reacfi'to adnril to an'thing ),et.
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From:

Date:
To:
Subject:

"Erik J. Nielsen"
<ej n ielse@ou ray.cudenver.edu>
Monday,  Ju ly  08,  1996 l0:17 PM
alt.paranet.ufo
Real Science Fiction: Star Trek. NOT
lndependence Day

I love science fiction - remember l5 years ago, when movies
used to line people up for blocks? Star Wars, Star Trek,
Superman, 200 I / 2010, Indiana Jones, Dune, Close
Encounters? Movies that made you drool for the sequel?
WHY DOESN'T THAT HAPPEN
ANYMORE????2???2????

The only decent sci-fi movie in the last several years was
The Abyss. Now we have crap like Independance Day - just
another Die Hard in space. An attempt to hide its extremely
poor storywriting with tons of special effects and famous
actors.

What happened to sci-fi movies that were true "sagas" -
movies that created awe and wonder and curiosity? Movies
that presented the human race in a good light, gave us
principles and characters to look up to, like Star Trek?

This is what happened - Hollywood stopped assuming we
had intelligence. It stopped assuming we wanted a
carefully-developed story. It stopped assuming that we
wanted to think. So now, we get crap like Eraser and
Twister - movies for the brain-dead. Movies for people who
"want it all" with absolutely no depth, acting talent or
complexiry.

Any other thoughts on this issue? START BITCHING
A B O U T  l T  l l ! l l !
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From:
Date:
To:
Subject:

nobody@REPLAY.COM (Anonymous)
Wednesday,  Ju ly  10,  1996 12:08 AM
alt.paranet.ufo
Re: Government Coverup (Please!)

Wm G. Smith wrote:
> Brian Zeiler wrote:
> > Justin wrote:
> > > In each one of your examples, the secrets that were
spil led all had benefits for someone.
> > That's another good point. It's possible that the truth is
something SO awful that nobody *wants* to leak it. What if
aliens are eating 

'people 
as a galactic delicacy? What if

they've told us that they're going to kill us and take over as
soon as the Reptoids arrive?

>ln the scenario described above, or anything remotely like
it (i.e. that the aliens are trying lo conquer the world and

enslwe or destroy humanity) I am sure we would all know

about it at once, because the military leaders of the world
would be marching into the halls of their legislatures,
screaming "fo, massive appropriations to
purchasddesign/build the wonderful high-tech gizmos we
need to destroy the aliens.

Appealing to authority aren't you? Given the past and
present history of "secret" black budget appropriations,
including and not l imited to, Guatemala, El Salvador, School
of the Americas, MK-ULTRA/COINTELPRO, JFK,
radiation and drug experiments on civilians and military
personnel and countless others, how can you say that we
would know about flesh-eating aliens, especially if you
expect the very people those whose job it is to protect

national security at all costs to hand you this information on
a silver-platter? Highly imaginative and totally impractical
and irrational to even expect such a thing to happen.

>People who imagine aliens of bad intent just don'l give

humans enough credit. While we can be incredibly
short-sighted, while we are often suspicious of one another

when we should be cooperating, while we are somelimes iust
plain stupid, I simply cannol imagine any animal in the

Galaxy meaner than man. The one thing the human animql

excels at, in every epoch of our history, is figuring out new
ways to kill the things. I mean look at Bosnia, Rwanda,

Somalia, Bergen-Belsen, Auschwitz, Treblinka, the Battle of
Somme. If we can be this cruel to human beings, imagine
what v'e'd be like toward another species.

Most of the world l ives in dire poverfy. The rich get richer

and the poor get poorer. Didn't you learn that in law school?

I suppose you are talking about "us" as in those who can

afford to be connected to the internet.

>Also, we are lough as nails. Most of us live in comfortable

surroundings and we think dirty sheets are an inconvenience

we simply can'l live with, but look at the record. Darwin and
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Fitzroy found perfectly naked humans on Tierra del Fuego.
This island is at 58 degrees South Latitude. If it were in the
Norlhern Hemisphere it would be about the same latitude as
Juneau, Alaska or Stavanger, Norway. There is little
vegetqlion and less animal life on Tierra del Fuego, but the
Fuegians were able to eke out a living on the volcanic
slopes. No other animal, except rats, hqve our range. The
natural habitat of Man stretches from Point Barrow, Alaska,
to the Sahara Desert, to Equatorial Africa. A human will
lhrive in countries where a billy goat would stqrve. No
climate is too harsh for humans, no food too vile or
indigestible.

Nice argument but lay off the generalizations.

>Ecce Homo! Behold the Man. Burnl by the sun, soaked by
the rain, frozen by the snows; dining on grubs and worms
and elk and trout, ealing just about every kind of plant,
excepl for wood. No natural enemies except his fellow man
and deadly to every creature he meets. The mightiest
animals, the elephant, the rhinoceros, the tiger, the polar
bear and even lhe great whales have been driven to the brink
of extinction by Man. If it turned out that aliens were eating
human flesh, within six week of the news getting out, the
tables would be turned and they'd be treating us to lunch.
Lltithin a year, we'd hqve crossed the Galaxy back to their
home planet and I guarantee you there would be no alien
equivalent of Brian Zeiler crying out his lonely warning to a
disbelieving world. On the very first day of our arrival every
alien on the alien planet would know about it because the
very first aliens we would eat would be the ones lrying to
keep our anival secrel.

>Did you ever see one of those old photos of the bufalo
hunlers of the American West, standing in front of a
mountain of bufalo skulls with great stacks of bufalo hides
everywhere you looked. That's what Alien ll/orld will look
like within a few years of our arrival, with the alierc
stonding in for the bufalo. If it turns out there are aliens
and they are eating human flesh, within a year, every last
one of them will wish he had never heard the name of mon
and within ten years the only aliens left will be stufed alien
carcqsses in afew human museums.

Well, our linle plan actually worked. You saw ID4 and are
now ready to fight the aliens. The MIB wil l contact you
shortlv.
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From:

Da te :
To :
Subject :

m leese@h udson.CS.unb.ca
(Mart in  Leese -  OMG)
Wednesday,  Ju ly  10,  1996 9:05 AM
al t .paranet .  ufo
Re:  Faces on Mars -  Dr .  Mal in 's  False
"Teeth "

On Tue. 09 Jul 1996 19:29:36 -0700 Paul Morris

1 monis@best.com) wrote:

Some clarrfication is needed in this discussion. The uhimate

forn of raw data is a two-dimensional array of integers,
each of which represenls the grey level (assuming a
noncolor picture) for a single pixel.

Yes, what was transmitled back llom Mars by the Viking
spacecraft was numbers. ...

Presumably Leese is claiming that he has looked at the
numbers, and notjust lhe original prints.

No, I did not look at the l ist of numbers. Let me explain. A
problem with any image processing is the generation of
artifacts. In general, the more complicated the image
processing technique, then the more l ikely the it is to
generate artifacts. My goal, when enhancing The Face to
look for evidence of teeth, was to avoid the generation of
artifacts. I therefore used the simplest techniques possible,
and carefully chose benign ones (benign : no artifacts). Here
is exactly what I did:

I brought over GIF images of the whole frames of the two
"high" resolution images of The Face. Note that the raw data
was in GIF fi les which are losslessly compressed - no
JPECs.

I did not attempt to correct defects in the raw data. (ln the
trade we call this cosmetic processing.) I left untouched the
"pepper and salt" (also called "pinholes") and the faceplate
registration marks. Somebody suggested that the teeth might
result from such defects. I found no obviously defective
data in the mouth.

I cropped the images to a small area, I think about 20 by 20
pixels, that contained the mouth. The mouth is about l0 by
2 pirels, but at an angle.

I rotated the images by 180 degrees. Providing you rotate by
a multiple of 90 degrees and do not resample, this does not
change existing pixel values or generate new pixels.

I enlarged the images using pixel replication. This just
makes small square pixels appear as large squares.

I contrast stretched the images interactively so that I could
see every pixel value in the mouth. On my monitor this
required me to use several contrast stretches.
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I looked for any evidence ofteeth.

I  d id a l l th is  us ing the shareware 'XV'package running on a
UN IX (Sun) workstation.

If so, I would like him lo specify his source for the "rav'
data" so we can go and look at it for ourselves.

http ://www.m sss. com/http/new_d i rectories/educati on I facepa
gelface.html

The raw data is available from many sources. When I first
started looking at The Face in l99l lobtained the raw data
from an FTP site in Finland.

Finally, I wish to stress a couple of points:

What I have done is repeatable. That experiments be
repeatable is a cornerstone of science. I encourage everyone
to repeat what I did. If people get different results fiom me
then I am happy to work with them to find out why.

It would be useful if people used raw data from a differnt
source that the one I used and different software.

Buried on archieve tapes, I have the raw data from Finland
plus software of my own design to process it. I do not have
the time to unearth this, but if people report different results
from mine then I wil l make time.

The ball is now in the court of the people claiming evidence
of teeth.

In ant ic ipat ion,  Mart in  E-mai l :  mleese@omg.unb.ca WWW:
http://www.om g. unb.cal-m leese/

PS. I answer to Martin, not just Mr Leese.

From:
Date:
To:
Subject:

MM55
Wednesday,  Ju ly  10,  1996 7:17 AM
al t .paranet .ufo
Even Ford cars are getting on the band
wagon

Hey guys and gals, Anyone seen the new Ford car television
and cinema ad? Other than being a cracking good
advertisement, it 's also about UFOs (well, the car becoming
a UFO.) For those who haven't seen it: l t involves a green
eyed humanoid looking out over the earth fi'om the door of
his Ford xxxxx xxx (can't remember the name of it.) The
green eyed humanoid driving through Area 5l (The car
wheels ride over a broken down sign reading Area 51.) The
car becoming a flaming white comet going into the
atmosphere. The Air Force going berserk and call ing out the
fighter crews. The'UFO Ford', being tracked by radar. The
'UFO Ford' landing on the moon and riding to a halt in one
ofthe craters.
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From:
Date:
To:
Subject:

It 's on Brit ish television - not sure about other countries.
lnteresting that car manufacturers are now jumping on the
Alien bandwagon and employing these supernatural
concepts which 'we' all hold so dear. ;-)

sterilization law, was financially supported by a large
Rockefeller grant.
1930 Henry Coanda begins work on lenticular gravity craft
designs.
1930 ITT begins to invest in Nazi pre-war economy.
1930 Diptheria vaccinations injure 32 and kil l  l6 in
Columbia.
1930 Standard Oil announces it has an alcohol monopoly in
Germany.
1930 Nazi party in Germany begins its meteoric rise to
power.

l93l Japan begins a 15 year reign of totalitarianism by
invading China.
l93l Standsti l l  Agreement of l93l allows Germany a
moratorium on war debts through the 1930's. A pact between
the London. New York and German branches of the
Warburg and Schroder Houses.
193 l Bank for International Settlements founded. The
records are maintained at the Hoover Institution today.
193 I Fluoride in drinking water is found to be the cause of
brown teeth now known as dental fluorosis.
l93l H.Trendley Dean of the U.S. Public Health Service
initiates studies on fluorides under the jurisdiction of
Treasury Secretary Andrew Mellon (founder of Alcoa
aluminum, who is one of the main suppliers of toxic sodium
fluoride as a by-product of aluminum manufacture)
publishes a purposely skewed study showing that, at lppm,
fluoride results in the reduction of tooth decay.
l93l Bechtel consortium build the Bonnevil le Dam, San
Franciso Bridge and Hoover Dam berween 193 I and 1936.
Friend of Warren is John McCone. a steel saleman Hoover
(Boulder) Dam is financed by the Schroder-Rockefeller
Group. Henry Schroder placed on Bechtel board as chairman
of finance committee. Huge government contracts for
Bechtel follow this appointment.
l93l Wilhelm Reich publishes "The Invasion of Compulsoq
Sex-Morality".
193 I Business Week raises issue of AMA censoring of dnrg
ad copy.
193 I W.Averall Haniman, son of E.H,Harriman, merges hu
banking house with Brown Brothers to form Brown Brotlrrs
Harriman. In 1933, BBH would back the expansion of tbc
CBS television nefwork.
l93l I.G. Farben and Alcoa Aluminum sign Alig Agreemeal
pooling patents.
l93l l.G. Farben complex begins large contributions to hrrrd
Nazi cause.
l93l Cornelius Rhoads, a North American pathologisr d'. ic
Rockefeller Institute for Medical lnvestigations in Pueno
Rico, carries out an experiment on Puerto Ricans
deliberately infecting them with cancer. Thirteen die. ln a
letter leaked to the Puerto Rican Nationalist Party, Rhoads
wrote, "the Porto Ricans (sic) are lazy and degenerate. \*hat

the island needs is something to exterminate the entrre
population. I have done my best to further the
extermination." The president of the PRNP brings the case to

Steve Wingate <steve@linex.com>
Wednesday, July 10, 1996 3:06 PM
alt.paranet.ufo
MASTER CHRONOLOGY: 1930 AD
TO 1939 AD

Leading Edge Research Group

This init ial historical analysis was assembled as a

chronological charl and took months to accomplish. lt is by

no means complete. Resting on the known fact that the

universe is stranger that you think it is, extreme flexibil i ty

was allowed relative to the entries in the chronology,

sometimes reaching into the fringe. Of course, that's were all

the fun is. Whether you realize it or not, experience means
knowing the unknown, even if i f might seem ridiculous to
the logical or linear mind, very strange facts have been
known to come together in strange ways. They always do.

When you examine the chronology, which was for me an

organizational research tool, keep that in mind. I decided to

include it in the book because I thought you might somehow

find it usefu I in your own examination. Don't get into a state

because you feel I "left something out" or "didn't include

something else" or "shouldn't have included this". I did it for

me. remember? Items are there because of informational
relationship within the overall paradigm under examination.

Names are not changed to unprotect the ignorant dullards

who decided to try and run the show. Sil ly rabbit. Kids need

love, not psychotherapy and psychocybernetic control. I trust
you wil l f ind the following to be of use in your overall

investigations.

1930 Will iam Wirt, who pioneered Carnegie's German

Wundt school system in Gary, Indiana and tried it in New

York, is committed to an insane asylum in Washington, D.C

where he died in 1932. Wirt was committed because he

began to make public speeches saying that he had been part

of a world wide conspiracy to bring about a controlled state

in the hands of certain people- the same people, no doubt,

who committed him.

1930 Baron Werner Von Braun moves freely back and forth

berween Nazi facil i t ies and space facil i t ies in southwestern

US.
1930 Max Theiler develops a yellow fever vaccine.

1930 Japan tests chemical warfare weapons on Formosa.

1930 The supposed reappearance of "St. Germain".

1930 Ernst Rudin, professor of psychiatry at Munich and

director of the Dept.of Heredity at the Kaiser Wilhelm

lnstitute visits the US and was praised by the leaders of the

Carnegie Foundation. Rudin, later architect of Nazi Germany
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the press, and a legal investigation is init iated. The
prosecutor exonerates Rhoads, call ing him "a mentally i l l
person or a man with few scruples". Rhoads goes on in later
years to direct the establishment of US Army chemical
warfare labs in Maryland, Utah and Panama, for which he
was awarded the Legion of Merit in 1945. (See 1945,
Rhoads).
193 I  Roosevel t  endorses pol io
to vaccines in  1950's.

1932 Uni ted States economy
recovery.

"immune serum", precursor

begins to show signs of

1932 German Kurt Lewin becomes director of the Tavistock
lnstitute in London.
1932 The US Public Health Service init iates a study in
Tuskegee, Alabama where black men are given syphil l is.
Four hundred men were unwittingly given the disease. No
medical care was offered. The study ended when it was
discovered in 1972, after 40 years. The office supervising
this study was the predecessor of the Center for Disease
Connol unit now in charge of the AIDS program.
1932 Diptheria vaccines injure l7l and kil l  I in Charolles,
France.
1932 Research (Young) indicates that neurit is is commonly
precipitated following vaccination with anti-tetanus,
anti-pneumococcal, and anti-meningitis serums.
1932 Third International Congress of Eugenics held in New
York. Dr. Theodore Russell Robie of the Essex County
Mental Hygiene Clinic in New Jersey presents "Selective
Sterilzation for Race Culture", in which he called for the
sterilzation of at least l4 mill ion Americans who had
received low IQ scores since World War l. Said Robie,
"there are those who believe that our population has already
aftained a greater number than is necessary for the efficient
running of the whole...". Conference financed by Will iam
Draper, a Thyssen Trust banker.
1932 Onassis works a deal with Joseph Kennedy, Eugene
Meyer and Meyer Lansky for l iquor shipment to Boston and
a heroin deal with Franklin and Ell iott Roosevelt.
1932 Over 140,000 school boards exist in the US. (See

r 960)
1932 Germany's SS numbers over 42,000. Polit ical murder
increases. Wearing of the Nazi uniform banned in Germany.
1932 Hilter works with Viktor Schaubergers gravity craft
designs. New designs come from Habermohl, Ballenzo and
Miethe.
1932 FDR runs for president on platform supporting the gold
standard and is elected.
1932 US Navy conducts maneuvers at Pearl Harbor to assess
sea attack success.
1932 Standard Oil builds refineries in Germany. Supplies
Nazis during WWll.
1932 Prince Bernhard of Netherlands joins Nazi SS and
Farben Bilder company. Bernhard would later support
Gerald Ford in his race for Consress.
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1933 Kurt Lewin, director of the Tavistock Institute in
London, comes to the United States and set up the Harvard
Psychology Clinic, which originates the propaganda

campaign to turn the American public against Cermany in
order to assure involvement of the United States in World
War  I l .
1933 Hitler comes to power in Germany. Concentration
camps imprison German dissidents. The Republic of
Germany falls to National Socialism. Hiter announces that
communists have stated that England must fall before
communism can succeed. Hiter vows to defend England,
who had succeeded in lull ing Hitler into a false sense of
security unti l they could declare war against him. In 1936,
Hitler would arrange for meetings between German and
English diplomats, but the result was never attained due to
Brit ish agenda. In order to lure Hitler into World War l l,
Britain and the United States covertly guaranteed him
adequate supplies. The German regime was responsible for
the murder of 20,946,000 people between 1933-1945.
1933 FDR becomes president of the United States. The Great
Seal of the United States, with Novus Ordo Seclorum (New
Word Order) added to currency.
1933 Wanen Bechtel dies mysteriously in Moscow, and his
son Stephen takes over the Bechtel Consortium. (March 29,
1933). Wanen dies of a drug overdose.
1933 The ll luminati encounter short, grey repti l ian
humanoids having taller repti l ian elite. Deals are made for
overlapping planetary aims and joint control of a one-world
electronic society; repti l ian humanoids move bases of
operation from South and Central America to the American
Southwest.
1933 RCA makes vast strides in technology through 1934
with highly technical information from an unknown source.
1933 Institute for Advanced Studies formed at Princeton
University.
1933 FDR passes Emergency Banking Relief Act (Mar 4th)
of  1933 to i l legal ly  amend Trading With the Enemy Act  of
l917.  The act ion was i l legal  because the US was no longer at
war. The Banking Relief Act of 1933 creates a wedge
whereby wartime powers are sanctioned for use in
peacetime. The Banking Relicf Act declared March 6, I933
a Bank Holiday order which relieved US banks from their
contractual obligation to the people of the US of redeeming
their Federal Reserve Notes in Gold. The concept of the
Federal Reserve note was, before this act, cbnstituted a
"warehouse receipt" for real Gold which the people had
placed on deposit at banks. Furthermore, the parent Trading
With The Enemy Act  of  l9 l7 excluded a l lc i t izens of  the US
who conducted business wholly within the United States.
The Banking Relief Act amends the TWE Acr in such a way
to now include all cit izens of the US from now on, equating
the people of the US as an enemy, and all legal and
commercial intercourse became il legal. The only way to do
business in the US thereafter was to obtain permission front
the state through getting a l icense. From this the Uniform
Commercial Code would spring. Furthermore, the EBR Act
created the whole paradigm of l icenses, drivers l icense, etc.
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The government (Washington DC) in this way protects itself (SID). He reports that two babies vaccinated immediately
trom the people (enemy). after birth died in a few minutes.
1933 FDR redef ines State of  Emergency to inc lude any l933Outbreakofencephal i t is inSt .Louis,Missour i .
national crisis. 1933 US murder rate 200: 100,000.
I 933 FDR declares a National State of Emergency. 1933 Legal tender laws permanently enacted for US
1933 FDR issues Executive Order 2039, March 6, 1933 and currency.
Executive Order 2040 on March 9, 1933. The now 1933 American researchers report that children react to
belligerent United States (federal government), acting under Pertussis vaccine with fever, convulsions and collapse.
the TWE/EBR Acts just established, seizes tit le to all lawful 1933 Vaccination programs against Yellow Fever begin in
constitutional money (Gold), and takes possession of the the United States.
Gold. leaving the American people, forever enemies, without 1933 Madison Grant in the US publishes "Conquest of a
lawful means to pay debt. From now on, people are forced to Continent", a "racial history of the United States", and sends
mortgage property. All debt cannot be "paid", but only a copy to Dr. Alfred Rosenberg, who was Hitlers chief
"discharged". The people become captured chattel property scientific advisor, and to Dr. FritzLenz at the University of
of the US to "secure the debt". Former states become Munich.
"polit ical subdivisions" or occupied tenitories of the 1933 H.H. Laughlin (see 1922) receives an honorary degree
belligerent corporate United States. Americans are ordered to fiom Germany's Heidelberg University, a major Nazi
tum in their gold coins, bull ion, other gold resources. During research center on "race purif ication", for his contribution to
this period, over $l l4 mill ion in gold was taken from banks eugenics.
for export, and $150 mill ion in gold was wit hdrawn for 1933 Nevada passes legislation permitting casino operations
hidingpurposes. Gold at520.67/oz. and legal gambling. The organized crime faction moves in,
1933 FDR announces decision to devalue the dollar by headedbytheLanskysyndicate.
announcing that the government would buy gold at an 1933 Ritual sacrifice of Jews reinstated. Stepped up after
increased price. Currency is now in the form of Federal 1940.
Reserve Bank Notes (War & Emergency currency) and not 1933 A profusion of German tourists swarm over the SW
Federal Reserve Notes (warehouse rece ipt for gold on United States, buying land, checking mineral rights and
deposit). cavern locations.
l913 Former judicial Courts of Justice take silent judicial 1933 Congressman McFadden brings impeachment charges
notice of lnternational Maritime Law ln Rem jurisdiction, against Fed Reserve.
and assume the role as Executive Officers (not judicial) to 1933 Future UAW president Walter Reuther visits Soviet
enforce the Federal and State statutes in all cases. Judges Gorki military plant.

become executive polit ical hatchetmen to enforce public 1933 Berlin DebtConference.
policy statute enacted by Congress and top enforce 1933 Compulsory immunization instituted in Geneva.
performance on Federal Reserve Bank Notes in order to give 1933 Hitler institutes the Nazi Act for Averting Descendants
it the appearance of value. Afflicted with Hereditary Diseases, which set up the
1933 The citizens of the United States, now declared eugenics courts which eventually ordered the sterilization of
enemies of the United States, find themselves with 375,000 people before the start of WWII. The law was based
unlawfully suspended rights. The Constitution and the Bil l of on the Model Eugenical Steril ization Law published by
Rights no longer apply. American people now have no eugenics expert H.H. Laughlin in the US in 1922. Germanys
unalienable rights to life, liberty, or property. Sterilization Law was wrinen by Ernst Rudin.

1933 Cirizens of the United States come under the control of 1933 Hereditary Heath Courts formed in Germany to carry

rhe United Socialist States of the District of Columbia out the law. By 1937, there would be 225,000 sterl ized as a
(USSA). result of the Courts.

l933usbanksnumber l4,77l .  1933 Conference wi th Hi t ler ,  Dul les brothers,  Kur t  von
1933 Wilhelm Reich publishes "The Mass Psychology of Schroder to promise money from the United States to build
Fascism", which earns him a death sentence from the Nazis. up Nazi Germany.

Re ich leaves Germany. 1933 Standard Oil (US) sends $2 mill ion to Germany
1933 Cermans begin to study the effects of microwave chemical industry.

radiation on humans. 1933 Diptheria cases decline in Britain over the period of a
1933 Japan creates an Army Chemical Warfare School at year.

Narashino near Tokyo. 1933 Arthur Kallet publishes study. Food Dyes Violet I and

1933 Creation of the Gestapo in Germany. Citrus Red 2 cancer.

1933 By 1933 most  Jewish psychotherapists  had f led the l933l .G.FarbengivesNazis4.5mi l l ionRM.

profession in Germany, and allwere gone by 1938. 1933 World Fair in Chicago has amoebic dysentary

1933 Danish researcher Thorvald Madsen discovers the outbreak. AMA conceals it.
perrussis vaccines abil ity to kil l  infans without warning 1933487 sightingsofUFOSinScandinavia(240Norway,96

Sweden, 157 Finland)
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1933 The secret society which would become the OSS-CIA
begins biotelemetry implants in unsuspecting people.
Implants activated by touching the skin with an electrif ied
rod. (The paradigm of Vril?)

1934 Naz i Party Day rally in Nuremburg.
1934 Rockefeller interests in the United States create the
National Planning Board (NPB), an attempted resource grab.

The National Planning Board was cooked up by economists
at the London School of Economics. The NPB was created
by the Rockefeller Foundation and staffed with people from
the University of Chicago.
1934 Mein Kampf designated as required reading for
German psychotherapists.
1934 British embark on a biological warfare project.
1934 Hitler meets with Viktor Schauberger (researcher into
implosion vortex propulsion).
1934 Denmark sugar consumption is I l3 pounds per person
annually.
| 934 Death rate for diabetes in Denmark is l9 per 100,000.
1934 Rockefeller establishment by now has extremely close
ties with Nazi Germany.
1934 Onassis and Rockefeller as head of Standard Oil
(Exxon) sign a cartel memo to beat the Arabs out of their oil
ands ship it on Onassis ships.
1934 John D. Rockefeller creates $50 million trusts for his
sons.
1934 In Germany, the SS was designated as the Army of the
Nazi Party.
1934 McFadden Impeachment Resolution to repeal Federal
Reserve Act. Buried in committee.
1934 Drs. Chaffee and Light publish manuscript entit led "A
Method for Remote Control of Elecnical Stimulation of the
Nervous System".
1934 Germans produce first pilotless aircraft.
1934 IG. Farbenindustrie completely under Nazi control.
1934 Germany maintains nine main concentration camps and
thousands of smaller ones, init ially imprisoning thousands of
Germans who disagree with the Nazis, then others who did
not meet the Aryan criteria for racial purity. [See Darwinian
paradigm in Matrix l l l  Volume Il l .
1934 FDR prohibits private ownership of gold in the United
States.
1934 To prepare for the next presidential election, the
backers of FDR set up his "opposition" and create the
"Liberty League", who publically smears FDR and his staff
as "Communist" (which many of them were). FDR is given a
chance to speak against the "opposition", call ing them "the
Old Guard". Gerald Smith is employed by the backers of
FDR to smear FDR as "anti-semetic", in a covert ploy that
operated unti l FDR's election in 1936.

1935 French-American Nobel Prize winner Dr. Alexis Canel
publishes "Man, the Unknown", in which he advocates
murder of criminals and the mentally ill in euthanasia
institutions.
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1935 Goldborough Bil l HR92l6 to repeal Federal Reserve
Act. Buried in committee.
1935 Italians begin to use chemical weapons in Abyssinia
(Ethiopia).
1935 Egas Moniz performs the first lobotomy in Portugal.
Ironicafly, Moniz is shot and paralyzed in 1939 by one of his
patients, and beaten to death by another in 1955.
1935 New York Amer ican (7 l l l135)  has an ar t ic le  on
"Tesla's Controlled Earth Quakes", in which Tesla states,
"experiments in transmitting controlled vibrations throught
the Earth (telegeodynamics) were roughly described as a
"controlled earthquake". According to Tesla, "the vibrations
pass through the Earth with no loss of energy. It becomes
possible to convey mechanical effects over great distances
and produce all kinds of unique effects. The invention could
be used with destructive effect in war."
1935 Lobotomy introduced in the United States. In the next
30 years, over 100,000 people would have their brain
mutilated in American institutions. At the Universiry of
Mississippi Medical Center, Dr. Orlando J. Andy would
apply lobotomy to six-year-old children.
1935 Nazis institute the Law for the Protection of the
Genetic Health of the German People, which required
couples to have a medical examination before marriage; the
law forbade marriage if a person was considered "genetically
defective", and did not permit maniage befween Aryans and
Jew, Gypsies, Slavs and others deemed inferior.
1935 Russians arrested in China found carrying vials of
dysentary, cholera and anthrax for sabotage missions against
the Japanese. Some missions were successful.
1935 Dr. Alexis Canel of the Rockefeller Institute in New
York publishes Man The Unknown , advocating abolit ion of
prisons and disposal of criminals through euthanasia
institutions or alteration through surgical procedures.
1935 The Rockefeller Trust begins the process of pouring
$90 mill ion dollars into research in molecular biology, the
basis ofgenetic engineering, through 1959.
1935 L.L.  Vasi lev,  Russian physio logis t  and
parapsychologist publishes a monograph entit led "Crit ical
Evaluation of the Hypnogogic Method", which details
various experiments by Dr.l.F. Tomashevsky on remote
radio control of the brain at a distance. Post hypnotic
suggestions were implemented within 60 seconds.
I 93 5 Nazi government issues decree requiring German
industry to keep secret any discovery with military potential.
1935 Brit ish scientist Robert Watson-Watt credited with the
discovery of radar.

1936 FDR re-elected in the United States. Roosevelt then
marries his son to a member of the Dupont family. FDR
could now involve the United States in World War II as
planned.
1936 Pertussis vaccine innoduced in the United States.
Autism begins to appear in children shortly thereafter.
1936 Tesla made head of ONR invisibility project. Research
continues until 1940 test in Brooklyn Naval Yard.
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1936 Brit ish government deems everyone in Britain must
have a gas mask.
1936 German scientist Dr.Gerhard Schrader, researching
new insecticides, makes the formulation later deemed
"Tabun", the original nerve gas. Schrader is summoned to
Berlin to demonstrate Tabun to the Wehrmacht. Tabun is an
orthophosphate, as is Sarin.
1936 New York Times announces debut of new
Schroder-Rockefeller holding company. (Avery Rockefeller)
Rockefeller holds 42Yo of the stock and Baron Kufl von
Schroder in Cologne, Germany (Hitlers personal banker)

holds 47%. Allen Dulles was a director of Schroder

Company.
1936 Washington Post taken over by Eugene Meyer. Mafia

controls media by 1940.
1936 Walter Freeman and James W. Watts help promote

lobotomy in the USA.
1936 I.G. Farben releases discovery of sulfanilamide.

Released in US in 1937
1936 Avery Rockefeller sets up Schroder-Rockefeller
Company. Schroder is Hitler's banker.
1936 Himmler becomes chief of the German Police and

reorgzmizes it into two branches, the Uniformed Branch
(responsible for public order) and the Security Police
(Gestapo and SS Security Service (SD), who ran German

Protective Custody Compounds (concentration camps).

1936 Hermann G=F6rings Four Year Plan begins.
1936 Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute disappears as an

institution in Germany.
1936 Diptheria vaccine injures 75 in France.

1936 Matthias G:F6ring protects Jungian psychologist

Gerhard Adler and facilitates his escape to Switzerland.
(Cousin of Herman G:F6ring).
1936 l.G. Farben produces Zyklon B gas for extermination

camps.
1936 Anti-Communist pact signed by Japan and Germany.

1936 Roosevelt policies in the Pacific force the Japanese to

capitulate or f ight.

1936 Second wave of UFO sightings in Scandinavia.

1936 Matthias G:F6ring establishes German Institute for

Psychological Research and Psychotherapy, dubbed the

G:F6ring lnstitute. The Institutes work in psychotherapy

was supported by the Luftwaffe and had ongoing

professional contact with the Reuch Criminal Police Office,

the SS Lebensborn, the League of German Girls and

individual members of the Nazi hierarchy. Funds were later

received from the Reuch Research Council, chaired by

Matthias' cousin, Hermann G-F6ring. Institute renamed in

1944,
1936 Anempts made on the l ife of radient energy researcher

T. Moray.
1936 At the 1936 Olympics in Berlin, Hitlers observation

box is shared by John J. McCloy, a lawyer in the employ of

I.G. Farben. McCloy would later be president of

Rockefellers Chase Manhattan Bank, chairman of the CFR,

and serve on the Wanen Commission investigating the

assassination of Kennedy. During the period following the
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war, McCloy pardoned 70,000 Nazis accused of war crimes.
McCloy also pardoned General Walter Dornberger,
convicted at Nuremberg of collaborating to murder 6,000
prisoners, because Von Braun refused to work for the US
rocket program without him. Von Braun was named by the
author of Nomenclature of an Assassination Cabal as a key
operative in the assassination of Kennedy. He was associated
closely with the Defense Industrial Security Command
(DISC), the secret police agency in the US for munitions
manufacturers. Many DISC executives are reported to have
been Mafia. Von Braun was also in charge of the Security
Division of NASA. McClov later worked in US intell igence.

1937 German manufacturing trials for nerve gas Tabun
begin using fluorides.
1937 Henry Coffin and John Foster Dulles lead the US
delegation to England to found the World Council of
Churches as a "peace movement" guided by the pro-Hitler
factions in England. The Coffin family, mainstays of the
lobby for euthanasia and eugenics, survive the Hitler era and
are integrated into the CIA in the 1950's.
1937 The regime of Hideki Tojo in Japan would be
responsible for 3,990,000 murders befween 1937 and 1945.
1937 Another outbreak of encephalit is in St. Louis,
Missour i .
1937 American l.G. has substantial stock holdings in Dupont
and Kodak in USA.
1937 The German edition of Madison Grants book
"Conquest of a Continent" is released in Berlin. Dr. Eugen
Fischer of the Kaiser Wilhelm Instirute, in his praise for the
book. notes "the racial idea hasbecome one of the chief
foundations of the National Socialist Sute's population
pol ic ies."
1937 Monis Fishbein gains control as editor of the AMA.
along with Dr. Olin West.
1937 AMA "approves" drug sulfanilamide with diethrlene
glycol. Kil ls people. 1937 Japanese production of mustard
gas reaches 2 tons per day.
1937 Japanes build biological warfare facility callcd Prngfan
in Manchuria. It is complete by 1939. Destroyed in l9{5 es
Russians approach. The Japanese wage biological rrar
against China unti l 1945.
1937 Will iam Donovan renews his association *ith ttrc
Rothschilds, who ask him to salvage their interests n
Bohemia (Czechoslavakia) left over from the \az.:
occupation. He is defeated by Hitlers view of tlrc
Rothschilds. Donovans law firm successfully defends lt ori
firms against anti-trust charges. Donovan meets Kim Phrlb;
in Spain and begins to build the OSS around the hard core of
the Communist Lincoln Brigade.
1937 ltaly signs Anti-Communist pact with Japan anJ
Germany.
1937 American professor Earnest Hooten, a HanarJ
University anthropologist, was described in the Ne* \'orl
Times as one of the leading authorit ies on human evolutron
Says Hooten, "l think that a biological purge is the essentral
prerequisite for social and spiritual salvation. lt is rerl
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diff icult to enforce such a measure in a democracy, unless it
has been preceeded by an educational campaign.."
1937 Communist Parry of the USA supports American
Federation of Teachers.
1937 Lord Russell and Aldous Huxley co-found the Peace
Pledge Union to promote the campaign for peace with Hitler,
just before both left for the US for the duration of the war.
1937 Nazis run Tesla "p2" project at Los Alamos, New
Mexico. Under Il luminati control.
1937 German state hospitals use electroshock and insulin
shock therapies on patients. Hitler orders the film "The
Inheritance" shown in 5,300 theatres in Germany as a
beginning indoctrination in racial theory. By 1939, The "T4"
project, involving euthanasia of German mental patients and
criminals, later extended to others, is headed by Buehler in
Germany after Hitler orders the kil l ing of mental patie nts.
Other fi lms. such as "Dasein ohne Leben". would follow
(existence without life) in a successful attempt to pass
euthanasia law in a public forum.
1937 Adolph Hitler is interviewed by Richard Helms, a
reporter for United Press International. Helms, whose
grandfather was the first director of the Bank for
International Settlements and past chief of the Federal
Reserve, would eventually be appointed director of the CIA
in the United States in 1966 and leave the CIA in 1972, after
ordering the destruction of all files relating to MKULTRA.
Helms made use of a vast research nefwork in pursuit of
depth persuasion and transmission of subliminal messages to
population, advocated the use of high frequencies to affect
the memory and unconscious mind, and mentioned in a 1964
memo to the Warren Commission the subject of biological
radio communication and the use of "cybernetics in the
molding of a childs character, the inculcation of knowledge,
the establishment of behavior patterns and control of the
growth process of the individual." The term "cybernetics"
relates to technology that responds to thought. Richard
Helms was a consultant to Bechtel.
1937 Japan makes extensive use of chemical weapons
against the Chinese. China makes a formal protest to the
League of Nations.
1937 Roosevelt asks Congress for a law to limit the Supreme
Court authority to declare laws in conflict with the
Constitution null and void. Congress refuses.
1937. Early experiments in the US with radar and first
seagoing tests.

1938 Roosevelt executes secret agreement with Churchil l
which agreed to let British Special Operations Executive
control U.S. policies. Agreement in effect cedes US
sovereignty to England. Roosevelt sends General Donovan
to London for indoctrination before setting up the OSS (now
the CIA) under the aegis of SOE-SIS.
1938 Tavistock Institute in London originares US and Brit ish
wartime mass bombings over Japan and Germany as a
clinical experiment in mass tenor. Detailed records were
kept. The later German V-2 launches over south London (the
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British elite l ived in nofth
experiment.
1938 Germans begin flying
conventional power sources.

London) were part of the

experimental craft using

1938 German Antarctic Expedition (1938-1939) to survey
area for operations base.
1938 Orson Welles engaged to do the "war of the worlds"
broadcast.
1938 Fifty-eight Brit ish physicians sign a mandate against
compulsory immunization in Guernsey point to the virnral
disappearance of Diptheria in Sweden, a country without
Diptheria vaccination.
1938 Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, now a subsidiary of I.G.
Farben, begins manufacture of LSD/Lysergic acid. There is
strong evidence that the "LSD conquest of the world" was a
paradigm generated within Brit ish Freemasonic channels.
1938 Ugo Cerletti becomes the first to use electroconvulsive
treatment in fascist ltaly. Cerletti got the idea from watching
hogs being shocked at a slaughter house. The first victim
was a 39 year old engineer who was found wandering on
trains without a ticket. Present at this event was Lothar
Kalinowsky, who would become a member of the American
Psychiatric Association and an avid promoter of
electroshock in the United States.
1938 German chemist Schrader discovers Sarin, l0 times
more lethal than Tabun, which is compounded various
compounds including Sodium Fluoride, which is later
dumped into planetary water supplies to placate the
population.
1938 Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act certif ies l9 dyes for use
in foods.
1938 The idea of "booster shots" arose as a "solution" to
poor antibody response in infants and newborns. Thse
become customary in the 1940's.
1938 Congressional debate on Food and Drug Act.
1938 Reich Air Ministry is shipped 500 tons of tetra-ethyl
lead gas additive from Standard Oil of New Jersey
(EthylStandard) in the United States, through I.G. Farben,
with payment secured through Brown Brothers Harriman on
S e p t 2 l , 1 9 3 8 .
1938 ITT purchases 287o interest in Focke-Wulf Aircraft Co.
ln Germany.
1938 Germany invades Austria.
1938 Compulsory immunization instituted in Hungary.
Diptheria cases rise 35%by 1940.
1938 Ugo Cerleni introduces electroshock into the
psychiatric hospitals in ltaly.
1938 Germany annexes Austria, causing the destruction of
the Vienna PsychoAnaly,tic Society and Institute and the
exile of Freud to London.

1939 Health Practit ioners Law (Heilpraktikergesetz) is put
into practice in Germany. Allowed psychotherapists to
advance their professional claims within the field of health
and medicine in during the Third Reich. The law ended the
freedom to cure that had existed in Germany since 1870. The
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: r\ emment would supervise all training of medical
:<rsonnel, including officially approved health pra ctitioners.
a,i9 Psychiatrists in Nazi Germany begin murdering

.nental patients" at Brandenburg, one of the six kil l ing
.nstitutions used for the "euthanasia" program. German

:olicy expands to include euthanasia on asylum patients.
1939 Henry Moray builds a laboratory in Salt Lake.
l919 Nazi administration gives permission to doctors to give
'mercy death" to the deformed and mentally i l l .
I 939 League ofNations suspended.
1939 Scientists in Berlin prepare for the first sample of nerve
gas Sarin.
1939 Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassman achieve nuclear fission
in Germany.
1939 Jersey Oil renews its agreement with l.G. Farben in

Hol land.
1939 Hitler sets up the Reich Committee for Scientif ic

Research of Heredity and Severe Constitutional Diseases,

leading to the extermination of mentally i l l  and physically

deformed children in Germany. Karl Brandt heads the

division responsible for adults, which would claim over

300,000 by 1945.
1939 Brookhaven Labs in New Jersey allegedly perfects

teleportation technology.
1939 US State Dept approves Groton, Connecticut plan to

send sub plans to USSR.
1939 Germany and Russia sign pact for division of Poland.
1939 Interpol grouped with German Gestapo. In 1991,

Interpol member Janet Reno would become the Attorney

General of the United States.
1939 German SS massacre civil ians in Poland.
1939 Compulsory vaccination in Germany raises diptheria

cases to 150,000.
1939 Cartels control 87% of mineral products in the United

States.
1939 Standard Oil President Frank Howard visits Germany.

1939 Psychiatrists in Brandenburg Germany begin operation

of gas chambers to kill mental patients.

1939 Germany invades western Poland. Russia invades

eastem Poland. Both Germany and Russia commit atrocities

and mass murder.
1939 Dr.Emanuel Josephson reveals AMA coverup of

Vitamin E benefits.
1939 Standard Oil of New Jersey loans I.G. Farben $20

mill ion in aviation gasoline.

1939 Two largest German tank manufacturers are Opel, a

wholly owned subsidiary of General Motors in the United

States controlled by J.P. Morgan, and the Ford subsidiary in

Germany of the Ford Motor CompanY.
1939 The German electrical equipment industry concentrates

into a few major corporations linked internationally by stock

ownership to International General Electric and lnternational

Telephone and Telegraph in the US. All American owned

subsidiaries in Germany escape bombing during the war.

1939 Radio astronomer Grite Reber claims receiving morse

code from space.
1939 Assassination attempt on Hitler.
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1939 Stephenson (A Man Called Intrepid) is quoted as
saying in April 1939 that "the president (FDR) is one of us".
Roosevelt tells Mackenzie King, Prime Minister of Canada
and longtime Rockefeller agent, "our frontier is on the
Rhine."
1939 Dr.Weston Price, a research dentist, publishes Nutrition
and Physical Degeneration: A Comparison of Primative and
Modern Diets and Their Effects, which proved that refined
foods and sugar causes physical degeneration and disease
and opposed to natural unrefined foods.
1939 A government investigator, Dr. Frasier, uses a hammer
and smashes Morays radient energy detector. At one time,
Moray is asked to investigate the effects on humans of high
energ,y, high frequency current. Henry would go into debt
unt i l  1949.
1939 Federal District of Columbia institutes the Public
Salary Tax to impose tax on government employees or
anyone who worked in a "federal area."
1939 Colonel Stewart Menzies, one of the four who set up
the OSS in the United States, is appointed head of MI6 (until
195 r  ) .

SIEHTINES
National UFO Reporting Center Sightings:

April, 1996

The listing on the next few pages was pulled from
NUFORC's Web page at http://www.nwlink.com/-ufocntr.
This is proof that UFOs are continuing to be reponed at a
good clip, despite the fact that they are not reported b;- the
major media. We've also included some of the morc
interesting case studies which were accompanied by picrures.
The National UFO Reporting Center is run by Peter
Davenport. His address is P.O. Box 45623, Seanle, WA
98145. Peter was a guest on The ParaNet Continuum radio
show on September 24, 1995 (show #76). Copies of that
radio program can be ordered from ParaNet. See the ad in
the back of this magazine.
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National UFO Reporting Center Case Brief - La Crosse, WA

National UFO Reporting Center Case Brief
La Crosse, WA
December 29,1994

NUFORC Home Pase

three extraordinarily

http://www. nwlink. com/-ufocntr/C B9 41229.htm\

At approximately 2145 hours on Thursday night, December 29,1994, a mother (with her six children)
was driving north on theZaringCut-Off Road in southeastern Washington State, just 5 miles north of
the Snake River. Several of her children suddenly started shouting, and called the mother's afiention to

a forced landing in the

gms aDove a recenuy narvesrco wneal Ilelq orr ro tne ngnt (east/ slqe or rne
-'lights were the landing lights of an airliner at low altitude, perhaps making
and flyine directly toward them. Then one of the older children suggesteddirectly toward them. Then one of the older children suggested

'i" (an l8-wheel truck). but thev almost immediatelv realized ththe lights were the headlights on a "semi" (an l8-wheel truck), but they almost immediately realized that
description didn't fit, either.

Suddenly, the family began to see the objects that were attached to the three lights, and they were awed
by the vision! They saw three coal black, delta-shaped craft, with articulating structures on their noses,
from which the blinding lights were radiating. They appeared to be scanning the ground atread of them.
The obiects. apparentlv locked in tieht. unwaverinq formation. slowly drifted across the road (and car) rThe objects, apparently in tight, unwavering formation, slowly drifted across the road (and car) at
very low speed, slowly turned left (south) and proceeded south parallel to the road the family was on.

The mother submined an excellent 3-page report, together with a drawing of one of the crafts she
reportedly witnessed that night. In addition, she submitted a detailed drawing of the area and the
approximate flight path of the objects.

three extraordinarily bright lights above a recently harvested wheat field off to the right (east) side of the
road. At first they thought the lights were the landing lights of an airliner at low altitude, perhaps making
a forced landing in the field, and flying directly toward them. Then one of the older children suggested

Drawing of La Crosse, Washington ship provided by witness

The mother reported-that the gbjects were right above their car, they gave offa barely perceptible
humming sound ("...like an electric refrigerator..."), ond they were close enough that-a-"person with a
good throwing armcould have hit them with a rock." WhenI talked with her on January 01, 1995, (Our
first call of the year), she was still seemingly upset by the experience. She volunteered ihat she was'
$shtened to eitler drive, or even go outside, after dark, which is not uncommon among people who
have had recent UFO experiences.

(Note: Ships of quite similar shape have been reported to the Center from all over the country)
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tr:(:r,; .rFO Reporting Center Case Brief - Warm Beach, WA http://www. nwli n k. com/-ufocntr/C B950 1 07a. html

\ational UFO Reporting Center Case Brief
Warm Beach, WA
January 07, 1995

).IUFORC Home Page

On Saturday, Janualy 07 , 1995 , two women had spent the day photographing quilts north of Seattle,
aniving back at their home in Warm Beach, WA, late that evening. Asbne ofine women was unloading
her camera equipment from the car, both women suddenly became aware of a very bright light passing
overhead at a relatively fast rate. The photogrlplrer_quiskly grabbed a 3S-millimeier camerfand snapped
the (color) photograph that appears below(in B & UD. The original print is more dramatic than the
rendition here, but even the B & W version will provide the reader with a fairly good idea of the event.

The color photoggph, apparently taken a! ligh speed, shows two parallel, pulsed streaks of light cun'ing
across the field of view of the camera and descending into an evergreen forest, which is brightll'
illuminated.
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National UFO Reporting Center - April 96 Reports hft p://rrrrvnvv. nwlin k. com/-ufocntr/SR9604. html

National UFO Reporting Center - April 96 Reports

NUFORC Home Page

41219613:00 Mussel Shoals. AL

412/96 20:15 Jacksonville. FL

41319622:30 Las Vegas, NV

413196 23:00 Fontana. CA

41319623:00 Fontana. CA

4141962.45 Las Vegas, NV

41519620:30 San Diego, CA

415196 2l:00 San Diego, CA

415196 2l:00 San Diego, CA

41619622:07 Billings, MT

41719611:50 Lakewood. CO

41719618:15 Seattle, WA

41819623:00 W. Manchester. OH

Man, lying on back looking up, sees tiny bright white speck streak
across blue sky from W to E. Obj. zigzaggedtwice, disappeared
Man standing outside house witnesses "star" moving W to E in N
sky. "Star" suddenly "turns 90 deg., goes straight up out of sight.
Man and family witness 5 bright, whit lights oriented in single file
pass overhead slowly from E to W. Very strange.
Wife, husband, 3 children observe large, orange ball of extremely
bright light in night sky. Obj. hovered, zigzagged, disappeared.
Fontana Police relay rept.: Family had just called to report large,
orangish light rotating, maneuvering in sky over city.
Man driving S on Hwy. 215 East sees "huge falling star" descend
out of night sky. Strange, distinctly blue color.
Pilot repts. 2bizarre,large, bright red lights hovering "at245
degrees,45 degrees up" viewed from his home. Faded
sequentially.
Anon. female caller repts. multiple observers see 2 bright red
lights hovering in night sky. States her pos. "5 mi. NW of Pogey
voR."
Anon. male caller repts. 2 bright red lights hovering together "35
deg. to left of Venus." Objs. move in formation to left, disappear.
Man in hot tub sees 2 very bright objs. side by side streaking S to
N, both suddenly stop. Joined by 3rd obj. from NW. Streak off.
Former USAF pilot sees silver/gray disc streak up to aft end of
dgRarting UAL DC-10. Obj. accelerates dramatically, ascend @
45 deg.!
Man & wife see a circular, or disc-shaped, obj. streaking
overhead. Very high, goes up through high clouds. Like "silver
cigar."

Ygr* sees very bright light through shades, sees bright
white/green strobing light moving N to S above trees.2nd obj.
joins lst!
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Woman observes round ball of light streak from E to W VERY
fast, flashed 3-4 times. Visible through clouds, "like heat
l ightning."

Ft. Collins Police report call from citizen: Man sees a highly
reflective obj. flash numerous times, tum black, disappear over
mtns..

Man repts. seeing "metallic object" in W sky against sun. Highly
reflective, then turns black, becomes smaller. 2 boys see, too.

Man driving on Hwy 4 sees 2x bright lights, flashes headlights at
them. Objs. extinguish, then reappear as I red w/4x white lights!

Man repts. "8-12, maybe 15" objs., "size of stars," moving VERY
fast in formation W to E overhead. Then sees 2x alc in formation.

Young man on Rte. 135 hears rear defrosterbuzz, sees huge, very
bright boomerang-shaped obj. overhead. Rnd. bubble on bottom.

Man sees "2 glowing balls of light" descend out of sky, reverse
positions, streak to E. Objs. gave off sparks as they moved E.

Woman sees "bnright whitish-gold light" hovering in sky. Two
smaller lights on either side.

Man repts. seeing a round, "shapeless," red object in sky while
riding bicycle. Hears momentary, high-pitched "beep or click."

Woman, other commuters on Ridgefield Rd. witness bright,
shiny, chrome-colored obj. hovering below overcast. "Just above
trggs. "

Man sees "round, black orb" pass across top of crescent moon.
Obj. appeared jet black. Excellent written rept. and drawing.
Man on Rte. 126 sees bright white flash of light, then missing
time. Experiences peculiar events, sees strange visions from
history.

Man sees pulsing red light in NE sky. Obj. moves slowly to SE
sky, drops down to horizon slowly, disappears behind houses.
Man, wife, daughter, in-laws see very bright, strange obj. in sky.
Had regular pulsing lights, l14 dia. of full moon.

Woman & mother witness very bright, elongate obj. in E sky.
Appeared to have 2x lights on it. Suddenly ascended straight up.
Man sees very bright, "electric-blue" light traveling S to N in E
sky. Light, "size of Venus," suddenly disappears. Silent, no tail.
Woman, grandson, witness brilliant white light,l/2 dia. of full
moon, streak horizontally S to N in E sky. VERY fast. Boy upset
by it

Man repts. Vanderberg AFB radar had tracked obj. travelling to N
up to Santa Rosa. (No written rept. or follow up.)
Man at hwy.rest stopwitnesses black, delta-shaped obj. hovering
motionless. Obj. shoots "confined beam" down to ground!
Humming.

9upt.,4x crew, witness VERY bright descend from sky to N,
hover over water. Obj. moved from off bow to off stem, ascend
vert!

Women driving truck on Hwy 80 sees obj. "w/ bright nose, no
wings" flare up, go behind mountain.

4/15196 l6:35

4 l l6196 l :45

4l17/96 2l :00

4120196l:00

4120196 22:05

4122196 3:15

4122196 2l:30

4123/9617:10

4124196l:15

4125196 2l :30

4125/96 22:00

4125/96 22:05

4126196 3:30

4126196 20:50

4/26/96 20:55

4127196 l:30

4127196 22:30

4128196 0:10

41281961:00

Ft. Coll ins, CO

Pleasant Hill, CA

Pine Bluff, AR

Gilman, VT

Redding, CA

Rochester, MN

Edmonds, WA

Richmond, VA

Pt. Angeles, WA

Santa Barbara, CA

Gold River, CA

Bishop, CA

Langley, WA

Merced, CA

Lake Nacemiento,
CA

San Jose, CA

Albany, OR

Ft. Walton Bch., Fl

Mile 69, WY
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Woman observes round ball of light streak from E to W VERY
fast, flashed 3-4 times. Visible through clouds, "like heat
l ightning."

Ft. Collins Police report call from citizen: Man sees a highly
reflective obj. flash numerous times, turn black, disappear over
mtns..

Man repts. seeing "metallic object" in W sky against sun. Highly
reflective, then turns black, becomes smaller. 2 boys see, too.

Man driving on Hwy 4 sees 2x bright lights, flashes headlights at
them. Objs. extinguish, then reappear as I red w/4x white lights!

Man repts. "8-12, maybe 15" objs., "size of stars," moving VERY
fast in formation W to E overhead. Then sees 2x alc in formation.

Young man on Rte. 135 hears rear defroster buzz, sees huge, very
bright boomerang-shaped obj. overhead. Rnd. bubble on bottom.

Man sees "2 glowing balls of light" descend out of sky, reverse
positions, streak to E. Objs. gave off sparks as they moved E.

Woman sees "bnright whitish-gold light" hovering in sky. Two
smaller lights on either side.

Man repts. seeing a round, "shapeless," red object in sky while
riding bicycle. Hears momentary, high-pitched "beep or click."

Woman, other commuters on Ridgefield Rd. witness bright,
shiny, chrome-colored obj. hovering below overcast. "Just above
trees. "

Man sees "round, black orb" pass across top of crescent moon.
Obj. appeared jet black. Excellent written rept. and drawing.
Man on Rte. 126 sees bright white flash of light, then missing
time. Experiences peculiar events, sees strange visions from
history.

Man sees pulsing red light in NE sky. Obj. moves slowly to SE
sky, drops down to horizon slowly, disappears behind houses.
Man, wife, daughter, in-laws see very bright, strange obj. in sky.
Had regular pulsing lights, l14 dia. of full moon.

Woman & mother witness very bright, elongate obj. in E sky.
Appeared to have 2x lights on it. Suddenly ascended straight up.
Man sees very bright, "electric-blue" light traveling S to N in E
sky. Light, "size of Venus," suddenly disappears. Si lent, no tai l .
Woman, grandson, witness brilliant white light, l/2 dia. of full
moon, streak horizontally S to N in E sky. VERY fast. Boy upset
by it

Man repts. Vanderberg AFB radar had tracked obj. travelling to N
up to Santa Rosa. (No written rept. or follow up.)
Man at.hwy.rest stopwitnesses black, delta-shaped obj. hovering
motionless. Obj. shoots "confined beam" down to ground!
Humming.

9upt.,4x crew, witness VERY bright descend from sky to N,
hover over water. Obj. moved from off bow to off stern, ascend
vert!

Women driving truck on Hwy 80 sees obj. "w/ bright nose, no
wings" flare up, go behind mountain.
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Don't be left out!
ParaNet Information Services is the world's premier computer network for
research and education about UFOs and the paranormal With nodes on
three continents and participation by many of the leading figures in
Ufology, ParaNet is an unbeatable source of information and analysis
Available either direct, by modem at (303) 863'0469. or via the Interna
newsgroups ah.paranet.*, and via the World Wide Web at
htp ://www.paranet. org/p arand/, ParaNa is your best resource I

The Multinational Investigations Cooperative on Aerial Phenomena rs a
non-profit corporation devoted to research on UFOs arrd other aerial
anomalies. lvllCAP works with other UFO a:lencres to pool arrd
coordinate resources The nrernbership fec includes COI'lTlliLltiM

CONTINLJLTM magazine is the quarterly printed joumal of ParaNet
Informatiqr Services krc., and contains information from the ParaNet
BBS as well as MICAP.
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his interesting guests
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